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BY THE REV. ~I. HARVEY, 
MINISTER OF THE FREE Cuu~n, 
St. John's, Newfoundland. • • 
" Tho discoveries of Nineveh are the greatest conquests ever wrung from oblivion. 
No dive1· ever ventured down into those rank, silent waters, and brought back such 
a ~oodly jewel. Of Nineveh wo knew not where it had stood, and only that it had 
cxtsted. For· centuries the Tigris and Euphrates had poured down from the 
Armenian mountains, flowing on through the desert plains of 1tiesopotnn1ia, but 
uttering no dirge for departed greatness ; and the Arabs, who pitched their blnck 
tents beside the shapeless mound of Khorsabad, talked of the deeds of the prophet 
Nimrod, unconscious that they sat beside his buried palaces."-Athenaeum • 
• 
• 
• 
St. John's, Newfoundland, 
Thomas McConnan. 
1854. 
J. T. BunToN, PRINTER. 
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Pl{EFACE . 
IT is remarkable that as the Bible grows older it is every day 
becoming a better understood and attested book. Every year 
is adding to our stores of information regarding its phraseology 
and allusions, and bringing to light fresh corroborations of its 
history. Strange and unexpected commentators start up to 
thro'v light upon an obscure passage-to remove a difficulty-
to tostify with striking effect to its veracity. This is especially 
true of our O\Yn day, when events seem hurrying on, " in mul-
titudes-in multitudes to the valley of decision;'' as though 
some great crisis of our 'vorld's destiny were approaching. 
Transactions that formerly wero the products of centuries, are 
now compressed into a few years or even days. Within a very 
brief period, how many extinct nations and buried cities have 
been called up from thcil· graves into " the valley of vision,'' 
th~t they might bear witness to ihc truth of God's word ! 
Egypt, with her monuments and hieroglyphics, has heard and 
obeyed the divine summons. Petra, 1.'yre, Babylon, Thebes, 
flinging off the crust of ages, and shaking themselves from the 
dust, have stood forth in grim array. And last and most im-
portant of all, anciont Nineveh lifts her head, hoary with age ; 
'vhile tidings have recently reached us, which, if truo, intimate 
that the remains of Sodom and Gomorrah have not been, as 
commonly supposed, buried in the ·waters of the Dead Sea, but 
have at length been discovered, and are no\V awaiting exam· 
ination. 
Little did the Ninevitcs imagine, when constructing these 
1nonun1ents of their o'vn pride and greatness, that the records 
of their battles and triumphs 'vould, one day, furnish illustrations 
and elucidations of the sacred books of a nation whom they 
despised and trampled on. The sacred writers recorded their 
facts and narratives in the pages of the Bible-the Assyrians, 
111enn titne, were c:cecuting their own representations in marble, 
and their inscriptions, in the 'vcdgc-shapcJ characters, along 
their walls; anu no'v in this nineteenth· century, the written 
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history and the marble tablets arc confronted ; anJ the result is 
another addition to the mighty mass of evidence already ac-
cumulated in support of the Bible. Thus wonderfully does God 
make human designs subservient to the accomplishment of his 
own lofty purposes. And thus, as the Bible increases in age, 
it also increases in strength. 
The following pages contain, in a condensed form, and with 
some additions, the most important portions of a course of 
lectures on "the Ruins of Nineveh as illustrative of scripture.'' 
!-laving been written for a popular audience, it was necessary to 
a void minute details, and to seize on the more important and 
striking outlines of the subject. This circumstance, combined 
with the brevity necessary in reducing them within the compass 
of these pages, will account for tho form in 'vhich they are 
presented. The object aimed at is simply to point out such of 
the discoveries, among tho ruins of Nineveh, as elucidate or 
corroborate sctipturc. 
St. John's, N C\vfoundland, l 
:.!1 st Nurcluhcr, 1854. j 
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CHAPTER I. 
INTRODUCTORY. 
No event of modern times has excited a deeper interest, all 
over the civilized world, than the exhumation of the remains of 
the great Nineveh, the capital of the oldest empire of the globe. 
It is very wonderful to think that now, in the museums of 
London and Paris, are deposited fragments of the wreck of a 
great city that was founded in the third or fourth century after 
the deluge, and existed till the year 606 before Christ-in all 
some fifteen centuries. These remains, ho·wever, are not merely 
object:; of wonder on account of their vast antiquity ; they 
J)Ossess intrinsic value. The geologist is able, from the various 
strata and organic remains embedded beneath the surface of the 
earth, to weave a wondrous tale regarding the condition of 
our planet ages before man's creation. He finds a whole his-
tory accurately written in the rocky archives beneath our feet. 
lie can read off the biography of extinct races. He can de-
cipher the recbrds of the rise, decline and fall of dynasties tha.t 
uow exist only in petrified fragments. He can describe, as 
accurately as if he had been an eye-witness, · the convulsive 
throes through which old earth has passed. ~rhe discovery of 
tho ruins of Nineveh affords an opportunity for constructing a, 
new and not less interesting chapter in human geology. ~'hese 
'- organic remains'' of the old city are of priceless value. 
~,hey contain the history of a great people who have long ago 
heen swept up among the dust of the past, and buried deep in 
the primary strata of time's deposits. And just as the geologist 
is able, from some petrified fragment or mouldering bone, to re-
construct the whole animal, as it once existed, and describe its 
form, habits and condition ; so, from the~ dust-covered sculp-
tures and hoary palaces, the ~enius of the nineteenth century · 
will be able to re-construct Nineveh to make the Assyrians 
li vc and breathe before us-to comprehend the intellectual and 
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1Jlvral1ifc of the people-to Jcclucc their n1nnncrs, arfs, it1er.s, 
lLtws, history and religion. ()nco those hn.~c 1nountls nn the 
baul·s of the Enphratcs and Tigris arc thoroughly cxpldrc l, 
there can JC no <louht but we shall kno'v the A ssyrinns almost 
as 'vcll as ,yc no'v kno'v the Egyptians, the Greeks and the 
ltomans. A long-missing cbapter ·will thus b~ added to the 
history of the hunutn face. l)revious to these discoveries al-
Juost nothing 'vas known with certainty regarding the great 
Assyrian empire. Nineveh 'vas almost a myth-its history a 
half-fabulous frag1ncnt. The boundaries of knowledge 'vill thus 
l>e enlarged, so far as the past is concerned ; and the mists that 
envelope the con1n1cncc1ncnt of n1an's career on earth will Lc, 
at ~east partly dispersed. 
Every audition to our knowledge of man and his works should 
l1e eagerly 'vel corned by us. Nothing human should ever be 
regarded 'vith indifference. These ruins, therefore, have for us 
tho profoundest interest. They arc the memorials of one great 
and numerous branch of the ln1man family. ~'hey contain the 
history in scone of 'vhat our brother~ did and thought and suf-
fered so n1any ages since ; for they "~ere our brothers-those 
.~\ssyrians 'yhosc forn1s arc portraycJ in these sculptures- ··our 
lJrotbcrs by Llood,--,vith human hearts beating in their bosoms, 
with the san1o passions, hopes and fears-the same drama of 
0 ~istcncc in 'vhich they had a part to enact-the same duties 
and destinies. ltnd, then, did they not help to make the world 
'vhat it is, and us what we arc ? ~rhey 'vere pioneers in the 
. .::;rcat march of civili:lation. They battled with rude nature and 
:-; cnt down the spoils to us. ~rhcy aided in smoothing the sur-
f~lcc of earth, rc1noving the cnrsc of barrencss and rendering tLo 
jJlanct halJita.Llc. Ilil~c a forlorn hope, they filled up the trench 
with their prostrate bodies ; and over these, others have marched 
~)n to victory. Or, li]'c back-woodsmen, they have felled the 
forest and drained the marsh, ancl subdued. tho wilderness fvr 
ilS, and then dcrnrtcd on,vard. In fact these ruins make it 
(leal' that n1any of those arts and di.3 COVC1 ics Which ,ye reckon 
.,el :.llcrivcd, were struck out ages ago by this very people. 
rl'hcy were acquainted with the manufacture of glass-with the 
JJl'inciplc of the arch in architecture-the usc of the pulley-
the spcal~ing-h urn pet; UI\.d 'vcrc ahle to construct palaces anJ 
canals that fill us rnoderns \Yith astonishment. 'l1hese rcmaius 
tell us also that Grecian art ·was but the perfection of ·what tho 
i\ssyrians began. 'l'hcir perforn ,tnco "·as the ruditnents : the 
<Jrcck borrowed and complctcJ. A great and noLle people 
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truly were these pl'imeval men inventive, creative, progrcssirc: 
genuine workers in the universe ; gigantic earth and men-
conquerors: and could wo trace out tho roots of many thing:· 
tl1at are now bcalltifying and blessing our o"Tn Iit·e 've sl1oulcl 
find them deep in this Assyrian stratum. 'l'ho present age is a 
growth from all preceding ages and bound by tics to them all. 
·~rhis rocky chapter in human history records a story of absorbing · 
· interest. 'l'heso Nineveh remains are truly '' sermons in 
stones" great sermons, telling a wondrous tale of human 
e~deavoUrs, struggles, achievements and victories; telling us 
how man, when an outcast from Eden, helpless and hopeless 
seemingly, by toil, by patient thought and the unconquerable 
force of the spirit within him, grappled with hiA difficulties, and 
gradually fashioned a home for himself in what appeared an 
it1hos1)itablc 'vilderncss. And tl1ey telltts too that mankind is 
one great whole, and that we are linked to the earliest genera-
tions of 1nen. But for them we should not now possess ou1· 
l'ailways, our printing-presses, our Menai-bridges and steam-
driven ocean-rangers. ~,hey laid the foundation: we build the 
superstrUcture. For was not the first man that smelted sand 
into glass, in point of fact, laying the foundation of the Crystal 
Palace on the ba11ks of tl1e Tl1a1nes ? And tl1is lens of l~ock­
crystal which Layard has picked up among the rubbish of 
Nineveh, is it not the organic filament of Rosse's telescope, by 
which we are plumbing the depths of space and reading the 
laws of the universe ? Can we not discover a connecting link . 
bet,vcen old Tubalcain, the first man "Tl1o struck the spark from 
ihe glowing metal and beat it into a tool, and the mechanics 
who forged the huge tube of irvn through which the railway 
train rushes over an arm of the sea or across the mighty St. 
IJa,vrence. In fact, llirmit1gl1am, with its roaring furrtaces a11rl 
clanging hammers, is joined to the ante-diluvian world. ~'he 
present is jnst the surface-growth from the whole buried past; 
and similarly we are connected with the whole future ; and 
Vt-rith our man1.1factures, arts and literatures, \Ve sltall be en-
tombed, in order that coming ages may take root, and draw 
nourishtne11t from a richer ancl decpct· soil ; and tl1at over our 
remains, as we over those of Nineveh, they may accomplish 
greater things than have yet been. In us the two eternities-~~ 
the past and future meet and mingle. So wondrously hus 
·od bound alll1is creatures togetl1er. It is sucl1 coi1sideratior1s 
as theso that give Uignity and worth to researches among the 
mouldcring remains of antiquity . 
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And then what grave reflections rise in the mind as we 
moralize over the ruins of the old city ! We look back into the 
long burial-aisles of the past, and see how man and his works 
have all been swallowed up and forgotten,-bow one generation 
appears, toils on for a time, dies and is entombed ; "'hile a ne\V 
one treads upon its ashes, to be buried in its turn; and the 
thought arises 'vith oppressive force, '' \Yhat shadows we are, 
and what shadows \Ve pursue"! Here a great people rose; 
mighty in strength, making the earth quake beneath their tread; 
for 1300 years they lvere masters of the world ; but the rushing 
tide of time swept them away; not a vestige remains but these 
marble slabs; and of all that they did we are so utterly ignorant 
that a few pages of universal history tell the whole tale of the 
great Assyrian Empire. Utter darkness has rushed down over 
the whole. They had their statesmeu, warriors, heroes, poets, 
philosophers-their Hampdens, Miltons, Luthers doubtless ; but 
of them we shall never hear " at all, for ever" -Shall we, with 
all our civilizatirn, literature and art, be one day as completely 
entombed and fv1·gotten ;-our history abridged into a few 
pages, and so1ne antiquarian searching among our rui.ns, as we 
are doing nO\Y among thosu of Nineveh ? Who can tell ? We 
fondly hope for permanency--for inJmortality. ~ro the Ninevites 
it must have seemed an impossibility that their T roud race 
should ever bitcl the dust. So thought the graceful Greek and 
the haughty Roman so think we. But if change be the )a,v 
of God's universe, shall it bo arrested no\v ? 1'he scheme of the 
'vorld is very wide ; and our noble Anglo-Saxon race, brave 
though they be, arc scarcely destined to \YOrk out the ·whole 
majestic plan. 1'hey will be the world's ci,-ilizcrs till their ap-
pointed work is done. Let the skeleton rernains of Nineveh 
teach us the folly of national as w~ll as personal vanity. 
But though to the antiquarian and philosopher these ruins 
are deeply interesting, yet to the eye of the christian they pos-
sess a higher importance. When these unlooked for and start-
ling discoveries ·were first ar:nounced, the question with those 
who had at heart the cause of christianity, was, what bearing 
have they on the volume of revelation? Do they confirm or 
contradict the statements of the Bible ? Do they furnish new 
armour for or against infidelity ? Or, if there be nothing 
positive on either side, do they thro'v any new light on tho 
meaning of the sacred page-do they make its allusions clearer 
or illustrate its prophecies ? Though such questions were 
asked without any trembling anxiety as to the result, still it is 
• 
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' 
• • • 
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most gratifying to find that, in a christian point of view, the 
ruins of Nineveh possess an interest beyond the hopes of the 
n1ost sanguine. Sorne of the most marvellous confirmations of 
the historical and prophetical parts of scripture have been dug 
out of the ruins of this buried city; and some of the most val-
uable comments in stone, upon the sacred page. have been 
furnished from the same dust. These ruins, therefore, do 
really connect themselves, most closely, ·with the living 
christianity of our churches, homes and hearts. And the testi-
tnony they bear is truly of the most extraordinary character. 
~rhat the records of a city and emrire, buried before the last 
book of the Old Testament was written, and utterly lost sight 
of for t\fo thousand years, should he dug out of their grave, and 
furnish the most remurkable corroborations of the Bible, sur-
passes the conceptions of the "·ildest imagination. Nineveh 
and the Bible were contemporaries grew up, as it were, side 
by me; each kept its own records the one in a written book, 
the other in stone tablets. Nineveh is ent\>mbed, and, twenty 
centuries afterwards, raised to confront the Bible. Were tho 
book a cunningly devised fable, these sculptures would give it 
the lie. But so far from that, they but add to the accumulating 
testimony which all research into the past, all the discoveries 
of science and all the ad vance a of true philosophy are furnishing 
to thiJ truth of revelation. And, besides, it is very striking to 
find that these discoveries come to light just at a time when 
such progress has been in the study of languages, in a philoso-
phic sense, that the skilful ingenuity of scholars can decipher 
the inscriptions of a language utterly unknown before ; and 
when the appliances of modern science can presP-rve and restore 
these precious fragments and diffuse a knowledge of them over 
the w0rld. Had they been discovered at an earlier period, they 
would, in all probability, have been allow~d to crumble into 
dust without any notice, or 'vith but a superficial examination. 
In their grave, however, they have been safely kept till the 
proper moment ; and are then transferred to t'vo nations most 
. deeply interested in their investigation, and be~t equipped for 
the task. Can we, in Tiew of all these circumstances, hesitate 
to say "truly this is the finger of God." 
It is no less remarkable that these remains supply to us the 
very thing we most needed for a clearer understanding of scrip-
ture. It is singular that not the smallest fragment of any 
Jewish monun1ent is known to be in existence. Ancient J er-
usa.lem has been utterly swept away; so that net a colutnn, 
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iiCulpturc or relic remains to tell US what it was. Or all that • 
tl1e J C\VS (licl i11 !)ales tine we I1ossess not a remt1ant-no rui11S 
of Solomon's temple or of his ho•1so of Lebanon-nothing of 
their arcl1itectt1rc or rrlonurnettts to illt1strato tl1cir n1tt1 Ilcrs or 
CXJ)lain tl1e allusto11s of tl1eir \Yritcrs_ \V e lu1 e tl1e '''l1ole sacred 
literature of tltc J C\VS ; bt1t tl1e 'var1t of SliCll retnaitlS l1as l(JJl~ 
been felt. N o\v, l1o\vcver, it 'voul(l seem tl1at this want is abotl t 
to l)e sur)pliecl to a very great cxte11t. ~'l1e re1nains of N inevel1 
will fill tho gap. ln manuers, arts and modes of lifo, the As-
syrians resetrll>led tl1c J C\VS more nearly tl1a11 any otl1er 11atior1. 
~'heir ideas all(l civilization were strikingly aEkc. Abraham, t}u) 
fatl1cr of tl1c Jc\vislt r1atio11, catJlO fro111 Ur vf tl1e Cl1aldccs, i11 
t.l1c lat1d of Ass,)rria; so tl1at tl1ey l1ad a comt110il ancestry. ~ · l1c 
intercourse l)et\';cerl tl1e t'vo cot1ntrics "·as close a11d long-
COiltitluecl. IJ ctlCC it cot11es tl1a,t tl1eso retnaitlS of Assyria n.ro 
so valuable in illu~trating tl1e literature of the Jews. Besides, 
t\VO of tl1e sacred ''?riters 'vere brougl1t i11to i1nmcdiatc cot1tact 
with Assyrian civilization. Dauicl lived and wrote in Babylon, 
and ] ~ z e 1~ i e 1 i r1 t 1 1o r 1 e i g l1l) our l1 o o <1 of N i 11 e v c l1 ; 'v l1 i 1 c Jon a l1 t r tJ d 
tl1c streets of tl1c gl'eat cit.Y. 1\ II tl1csc circtlnlstatlccs cot,cur 
in iuvcstint; the ruin. of Niuc-rch with a profvund degree of in-
terest i 11 t l1 e c y c s o f t l1 f) c lt r i 8 t i a 11. 
Tho object of tlH 'SC pages is not to attempt a.ny account or the 
l1iscovcries anlot•o· tlte rt1i11S of Nit1evcl1, b11t s1111ply to tloticc 
.~uch of thc11 ns ~q~pcar to ~llustrate ot· corroborate scriptul'e. 
V cr.Y full antl ae<.;\tra te nccotlttts of tl1c~e cliscoveri~s nrc llO\V 
within the reach of all ; hut if we can present, in a condcnst:d 
i·oriiJ, tl1e te ti11101 )'of Ti11cvel1 to ti c \7eracity of tl1e Bible, it 
mtty help to cun lin11 tliC faith ot ~oll e, to seatte r t]JC dou},ts of 
u t l1 e r., , a 1 , t l to b t · t~ , 1 ;~ t l1 v 11 o nr c n 1 f i ll c 11 e c i 11 G o cl 'g 'Y o l' d a~ ' ' tho 
l.mp to our fectaHJ tb.lli~ht tu Olr 1-.. . t.l." 
; 
.. 
CIIAPTER II. 
HISTORY OF NINEVEH. 
· In order to sl etch the story of old Nineveh, we must tl·ansport 
ourselves, in imagination, to oriental climes-to tho glowing 
east-
'' Tl1c lane] of tl1e ce<lar and vine, 
'\1here tl1e flo,vers ever blossotn, the beams ever shine, 
'Vht~re the li~ht wings of Zephyr, opJ)resse,J with perfume, 
'Vax faint o'er tl1e gardeas of (~ul in tlujir l)loom ~ 
'Vherc thB citron and oli\'e are fairc~t of fruit, 
Arul thn \'oice of the nigl1tingale 11cver is tuute; 
'\rhere the tints of the earth aud the hues of the sk)·, 
In colour though varied, in beauty naay vie: 
And the J)Urplo of ocean is deepest in d)'e: 
\Vhere tlte virgin!l are soft as tbe roses they twine, 
And all, ~ave the S(>irit of n1an, is divine: 
'1'is the lantl of the eat;t-'tis the clime of the sun." 
Taking up a map of Asia, aud glancing at the northern shore 
of the Persian Gulf, we find two of the most magnificent rivers 
of the world here discharging tl.eir waters into the ocean, in a 
united stream. 1'racking this current nol'thward for a little, we 
find the point whero the two streams have furmed a junction ; 
and following tho eastern branch, named the 1'igris, upwards, 
we find its origin in the high lands of _.\rmcnia, more tlum 1100 
miles fron1 tl1c point ot· cor1fluence. On tl1e eastern bat1l\: of tl1is 
ri vcr, 4 00 miles from the sea, stood tl10 ci Cy of Nineveh. 1Tol-
Io,Yillg tl c 've tcr11 lra11Cl1, cu1lc(1 tl1c I•:t!l )llrn.tes, 've firtcl it nftcr 
much longer Ctlursc, b ,cause n1orc circuitous, originating in the 
,;arne table-land of Arme 1ia, not far from the head-spriw."). of 
the Tigris. On the Euphrates, but much nearer to the ocean 
than Nineveh, stood the city of 13abylon. An immense region 
is draine 1 by these two rivers. Between them they enclos • a 
.. ~rcat plain, stretching from the Armenian mountain-ra11rc to 
~·he 1~ rsian Gulf-naturally one of the most rich and fertile 
portions of th' \'urld. On the one hand they drain the immcusu 
slope that comm~nces on the north-east, frm 1 the hi r-:1 tablc-
h\nd of rersia ; and OU the other tho declivity of tho gH•f t 
• 
• 
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Syrian desert and the northern districts of A rahia. Tho coun-
try enclosed between these rivers, and stretching al0ng their 
hanl~s, has been knu\Vn by the names of ~hin1r, Chaldea, 
Pabylonia, 1\Iesopotarnia and Assyria. 1'llis region has been 
the scene of the greatest transaction:; on which the sun has ever 
lvokell down. It was the cradle of our race. ~omewhere within 
its lJOUIHls n1ust been the gnrdcil of Eden; its bright skies of 
Line 1nust have over-canopied our first pa1 erlts ; its balmy airs 
iauned the bro'v of our corumon mother. And therP in the 
north, Ararat, grandest of n1ountains, rears its head covered 
"ith everlasting sno'v; nnrl from son10 one of jts hnver 1anges 
S oah stepped forth fron1 the ark, anLl lookc'l llown over a 'vorld 
ftonl 'Yhich the~ waters of the deluge ·were but ebbing away. 
~luwly and titnidlJ his descelldants crept down and occupied the· 
r~ rtilc plains of the ~'igris and Euphrates. !Jere they reared 
the tower of l3abel, that they might thus centralize themselves, 
ancl avoid doing 'vhut God meant them to do-to spread over 
tho 'vorld and cultivate its remotc~t regions. But their language 
\YUS confounded, a1-1d they "·ere forced to emi~rate from the 
8Hnny plains of Shinar, and coloni~o the unoccupied 'vastes. 
Centuries afterwards, the J cws were dragged back llere in 
hondai~e ; and the 1'en 'l'ribes mourned by these streams for the 
land of their fathers ; and their bretl1ren hung their harps on 
the 'villows of Babylon. Ilcre the prophet Ezekiel sa'v his 
gorgeous vision~ ; and Daniel beheld, in ranoramic view, the 
great empires of the 'vorld rising and setting ; and here too 
tJ onah preached. On these plains the struggle for the mastery 
of the world has again alld again occurred. lienee marched 
huge armies for the conquest of the world ;-hence Sennacherib 
and N ebuchadnezzar led their warriors against Judea and 
Egypt. Later still the world-subduin!! Alexander of 11acedon 
tnet, with his steel-glad (irecks. the hosts of Persia, won the 
battle of Arbela, and 'vith it the empire of the world. And here 
is the Zab, one of the tributaries of the 'J'igris, into which 
Darius plunged on his flying steed, the Macedonian in hot 
pursuit behind, soon to be overtaken by the greater conqueror 
death. In Babylon Alexander drew his last breadth. And l~t 
us not forget that from the same river Zab, at an earlier period, 
hogan the \vorld-renowned retreat of the 'l.,cn 'l'housand Greeks, 
''hose heroism will be rctnembererl till the end of time. ~'his 
rogion, then, has been the scene of the most important events of 
'vorid-history. Now, the '"an~ering Arab gallops over parche<l 
flains and grass · growu ruins. But can we not, in imagination, 
• 
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people tl1em again ; can we not see the tiae of human life that 
here, for centuries, roared along ; and hear the din of those 
huge cities-Nineveh and Babylon ; and picture their crowded 
streets and glittering palaces and rattling war-chariots ? 'V e 
can see the gayly-clad horsemen and footmen marching on " in 
battle's magnificently stern array" ; and the triumphat~t retm·n, 
with the long train of captives and the rich spoil. Where are 
they now? Conquerors and conquered have mingled their 
dust; desolation enwraps all ; stillness-death! ]from a far oft' 
isle of the sea-ll1e name of which "'as unkno,vn to tll(~ 
Ninevites a curious traveller comes; and searching among the 
dust of the great city, he picks up a few slabs that once covered 
the walls of the monarch's palace, and tries to tell us something 
of the extinct race ; just as a Buckland constructs a history of 
the great Saurian race, that were once the monarchs of our 
planet, from the itony tablets beneath our feet. 
If we want information regarding the founding of Nineveh we 
must go to the oldest book-:the Bible. In Gen. X Ch. 8, the 
sacred writer, speaking of the genealogy of the sons ·of IIam, 
says, " and Cush begot Nimrod ; he began to be a mighty one 
in the earth ; he was a mighty hunter before the Lord ; where-
fore it is said even as Nimrod the mighty hunter before the 
Lord. And the beginning of his kingdom was Babel and Erech 
and _.\ccad and Calneh, in the plain of Shinar. Out of that 
land went fortl1 Asshur''; or as it should be translated, an<l as 
the margin renders it, " he" (that is Nimrod) '' went out into 
Assyria and builded Nineveh and the city of Rehoboth and 
Calah, the same is a great city.'' We gather from this brief 
historic fragment, that, in the age after the flood, Nimrod, n 
great-grandson of Noah, a man distinguished by prowess, 
strength and energy, acquired, in virtue of his superior endow-
ments, an ascendancy over his fellows; became a sort of chieftain 
or l{ing ; ruled his generation, as superior natures always do : 
conquered his weaker neighbours; and laid the foundation of the 
first monarchy by founding Babel-afterwards Babylon-··and a 
number of other cities ; and that then, pushing no1·thward, he 
entered Asshur, or Assyria, and built Nineveh, .subduing the 
Shemites, who under Asshur, son of Shem, had settled in this 
territory. This Nimrod, first of Kings after the deluge, is 
called "a mighty hunter., In days when the wild beasts dis-
puted with man for the sovereignty of earth, it was a matter o~· 
some consequence to be a brave and efficient hunter ; and the 
greatest man .would then be the most successful slayer of beasts. 
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The discoveries of Layard confirm, in a most remarkable 
manner, the scripture account of its extent. ~'he excavator of 
Nineveh finds four great mounds, each covering the remains of 
a palace, so placed that, if connected together, a space almost 
exactly equal to that ascribed to Nineveh, in the book of J onab, 
woulcl be enclosed witl1in such boundaries. Still fartl1er: "~e 
find an ancient historian, Diodorus Siculus, corroborating all 
tl1is i11 a memorable manner. l-Ie tells us tl1at in circumference 
the city was "three days' journey~'' or 60 miles, and " one 
day's journey in diameter.'' Such strange and unlooked-for 
witnesses arc raised up to testify to the truth of 1·evelation. 
'I'hat queenly city must have presented a gorgeous spectacle 
to the eyes of Jonah as he entered its gates, bearing '' the bur-
den of the Lord." There were its armed soldiers, guarding the 
battlements its gay throngs, crowding the streets, intent on 
gain or pleasure-the war-chariots, drawn by prancing steeds, 
boundin~ ov.er the pavement-the gorgeous temple-palaces, 
elevated on their lofty .platforms-wealth and luxury on all 
hands-wickedness and pleasure walking abroad. And, doubt-
less, the eyes of the prophet would rest, in some astonishment, 
on those colossal images of winged, compound animals that 
guarded the gates. Strange to think that those human-beaded 
bulls and lions, now adorning the halls of the British Museum, 
looked, with their stony gaz~, uppn the prOJlhet Jonah ....... 
'' Staring righ~ on with calm, eternal eyes.'' 
What a. different race now gazes on them, and how different 
the scene that surrounds them amid the roar of mighty London ! 
~'he voice of the prophet awes that giddy throng. lie is sent 
for by the l{ing himself-entered, doubtless, one of the palaces 
that are ·now explored; and saw those very sculptures we now 
behold-those figures of gods, kings and priests-those battle 
and hunting scenes, then gorgeously coloured, and forming a 
spectacle of unequalled splendour. The stern spirit of the 
prophet ~ight have been awed for a moment by all these 
evidences of power ; but he felt himself greater than all these ; 
and rising to his full dignity, he wavered not in delivering God's 
message, even in the monarch's presence. !low mighty the 
divine word that bowed that vast, proud city, and at once 
brought it to fasting and sackcloth! ~rheir repentance was 
genuine ; and then " God repented of the evil that he said ho 
would do unto them, and he did it not." 
\ 
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· The enlire subjugation of Judea to Assyria appears to lune 
proceeded rapidly after this date. In the year B. C. 769, we 
find Jlnl, an .. :\ssyrian l(ing,. invading Judea, during the reign 
of Menu,hem. The name of this J cwish monarch, La yard in-
forms us, has been found in the Nineveh inscriptions, among those 
.Kin6s represented as tributa1·ics to Asssria. Next we find Aha!t, 
lGng of Judah, imploring help from Tiglath Pilescr, the suc-
cessor of Pul, against Pekah, l(ing of Israel, and Rezin, l{ing of 
S y1·ia, who had combined to dethrone the Jewish monarch. 
1'ho assistance asked from Assyria was granted, but proved, iu 
the end, disastrous; for the ap.plica.tion discovered the weakness 
of the Jewish state, and excited the ambitious designs of their 
treacherous allies. Accordingly, Shalmaneser, the succcsEor of 
Tiglath Pileser, inv.aded the IGngdom of Israd,. and after a 
campaign of three years, imprisoue<i their King, and carried 
captive th~ r.ren Tribes, and piaced them in llalah and Ilabor, 
tw.o cities on the river Gozan,, and in the cities of the ~lcdes. 
Ile also plante<l some of his own subjects in Samaria, in tho 
room qf the captiv~s ;_ and tGese, mingling with the sma11 remnant 
of the I~r.aelites that rem3jin~d,. formed t~e Sa~aritans, of whom 
we hear in the N cw Testament. But of the Ten 1.,riocs we 
hear no more ; they: a~e still reckoned lost ; ancl all attempt0 
to identify a~y. peapla as their descendants have hith~rto 
failed. 
The ae:xt Kiag of Assyria was. Sennacherib. Hez~kiah, I\.ing 
.. of Judah, declined any longer to be a tributary of the gt·eat. 
U19.narch; and Sennacherib advanced to reduce him to subtnis-
sion. With the det~ila of this campaign all arc familiar; the 
narrative is too striking to be fox gotten. In one night the angeJ 
of the Lord &1\Ut.G l8.!i,OO.O of his army before the walls Qf 
Jerusalem. I ?IT , • 
4' I.-~ike the leaves of the forest when summer is green, 
That host with their banners at sunset were seen: 
. 
~i~e the leaves of tl1e forest when autumn hath blown, 
T~at h~st, on the morr:ow,. lay: withered and strown.'' 
I 
We shall :find, in due time, a mast wonderful testimony to the 
truth of the scripture nal'rative of SeDnacherib's invasion, a wong 
the sculptures lately discovered. He was murdered by: tw.o of 
his sons, and succeed~d by another son, Eserhaddon, one of 
whose gene als carried Manl$seh captive, to Babylon. After 
this time, we find no more mention o£ Assyria in the pages· of 
canollioal scr:"ptur.e; but the apocryphal book of Judith mentiens 
• 
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Nabuchodonosor as King of Nineveh, under whom the empire 
rose to an unparalleled pitch of greatness ; but after his reign it 
began rapidly to decline towards its fall. 
The last hour of the proud city, 1\·hose doom God's prophets 
had pronounced, at length arrived. ~'he nations that she had so 
long trampled upon, at last detern1ined to rise against their 
cruel tyrant. And no\v was heard the mustering of the hosts 
against the great Nineveh ; nearer and nearer rolled the din of 
war ; her walls are beleagured ; and chariot~ and thunder-bearing 
steeds and a countless host beset her on all sides. The shouts 
of battle ascend to heaven; and in those proud halls there are 
pale cheeks, and beating hearts, and tremblings of despair. But 
may not Nineveh laugh the foe to scorn, ?-are not her huge 
walls impregnable ? For two years the siege goes on, and no 
impression is made. But hark ! what strange gurgling sound 
suddeuly catches the ear! The river is ''become their enemy"; 
ana, rapidly rising, saps their massive walls of clay. .All the 
goda of Assyria are frantically implored to save, but in vain. 
The waters ad vance inexorably ; and with a crash, their huge 
ramparts tumble into the \vaves, and they are at the mercy of 
the foe. For had not an inspired prophet, long before, pro-
nounced her doom in these words ? " With an overflowing flood 
shall he make an utter end of the place thereof. The gates of 
tho river shall be opened and the palace dissolved. Nineveh of 
old is like a pool of \Vater." ~,bus did the prophet Nahum read 
her destiny ; and never was prorhecy more accurately fulfilled. 
An extraordinary rise of the Tigris, caused by the melting of 
the snows in Armenia, opened, in this way, a path for the com .... 
bincd armies of tho Medea and Babylonians. ~'he King, to 
whom tradition gives the name of Sardanapalus, seeing that all · 
1vas lost, retired to his palace, gathered his treasures and wives 
around him, fired the huge pile, and perished · in the flames. 
'' The fire shall devour thy bars'' said the prophet ; and La yard 
2,400 years after, excavating among the ruins, declares that he 
every where found evidence that fire had consumed the roofs of 
the palaces; and that these, falling in, calcined, in many places, 
the gypsum slabs that lined the walls, and reduced them to lime. 
~rhus, in smoke and flame, the imperial city sank to rise no more. 
The event occ•1rred B. C. 606-nearly 200 years beiore 
IIerodotus, the oldest of Greek historians, began to write. At 
this time Rome was a mere vil1age; Draco 'ras giving laws to 
Athens; and Homer was but some 400 years in his grave. ~rhus 
when the smoke of Nineveh ascended to ~eaveD, history had 
• 
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not got her first page written. Twenty four centuries sever us 
from the burial of the great city. 
As ages rolled on, and one eastern empire after anOther 
tumbled into ruins, Nineveh was utterly forgotten; its very name 
perished, anfl the site of it was unknown, or only survived in 
vague tradition. Xenophon, 400 years before Christ, led tho 
~ren 1.'housand Greeks over the plain where it stood. lie heard 
of a ruined city called Larissa, and saw the huge earthen mound 
under which Nin~veh lay buried, but he heard nothing of the 
great city; so that 200 years after its destruction people living 
on tho spot knew not that it had ever existed. The tide of lifo 
ebbed away from the banks of the Tigris, and the plains became 
parched and deserted. Years rolled on-the wild Arab people, 
roused into life and fervour by their prophet Mahomet, became 
a nation of warriors, and spread their conquests far and wide. 
The valley of the Euphrates and Tigris fell under their sway; 
and in modern times we find a Turkish town, named Mosul, 
standing on the western bank of the Tigris, directly opposite the 
site of ancient Nineveh. A hundred years ago, Neibuhr, a 
German tra.veller, traversed this region, and was the first to call 
the attention of the modern world to the huge mounds and ruins 
that marked the sites of Babylon and Nineveh. In the year 
1820, an English traveller, named Rich, explored these re-
mains slightly, and brought home with him a few inscribed 
bricks. Still no suspicion of the buried treasures was awakened. 
Un the top of one of the mounds was a tomb, which the Mahom-
medans described as that of the prophet Jonah, and was re-
garded by them as a sacred spot. However foolish and un-
founded such a tradition might he, it led men to associate the 
spot with the name of the city in which the prophet had 
})reached; and thus, as Jonah saved Nineveh of old from 
destruction, his name, in this 19th century, rescued the remains 
from oblivion, by leading to a search in the proper quarter. 
Eleven years ago a Frenchman named Botta, went as consul to 
Mosul, and was induced to commence excavations in one of tl1a 
great mounds opposite that city. He has the honour of being 
t.he first to bring to light the precious treasures buried beneath 
these heaps of earth. Previous to this, an English · traveller, 
named Layard, had examined these mounds, and formed the 
design, in his own mind, of exploring them. Ho had communi-
cated his thoughts to Botta and encouraged him to proceed; and 
shortly after the Frenchman's success, he commenced operations 
iu another mound named Nimroud ; and hie aueeess was grea~ 
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and immediate. These t,vo men, whose 11nmes will be ·im-
mortalized henceforth in connexion with Nineveh, wrought 
with a degree of skill and pers~verance that has commanded the 
applause vf the world ; and uader them the exhumatioa of 
Nineveh has been accomplished to a great extent. No man 
could have been better qualified for such a task than our 
English Layard. Uniting in happy combination the powers of 
thought and action- .. the habits of the scLolar and the man of 
the wo.rld, he. has given us three charming volumes, descriptive 
of l~is resea1·c.hes, 'vl1ich furnisl1 anotl1cr illustratior1 of tho olll 
saying. that " fact is Often stranger than fiction." 
l'l1us \VC sec tl1at when Nir1evel1 was CI1torr1be<l in l1er own 
ashes,-swathed in her burial-robes of sand,-thc strange dra~na 
'vas 11ot tl1en c11ded; tl1e last act rcmair1ed ; and after an inter-
Yal of 2,400 years, the curtain is raised and all that remains of 
Nineveh is Qxhibite.d to our gazo. ~rho skeleton-form presents 
itself-som~ fragments of bone as it were-to tell us how great 
the tru11k to which they originally belonged. ~'hese fragments 
from tho wreck of Nineveh enable us to form some conception 
of her greatness-of the genius and civilization of her inhabi-
tants. ~'hey tell us how lifo preS<!nted itself to these ~e~ of 
the. olden time-with wQat ~ind of eye they looked at this great 
universe-what to them seemed the purpose of existence-how 
and what they worshipped, and in what shape societv moulded 
itself in its infancy. \V c can discover from these t·emaius whieh 
the diving-hell of the atJtiquarian has brought up, in what fGtm 
and drapery the.s~ old Assyrians walked the earth;. and ho.w 
they told upQn the world and its destinies. ~'hese sculptured 
~tones aro really the t·epresentatives of Luman thoughts and 
feelings. Ilere are genuine " foot-prints on the sands of time." 
IIerc are Teritable indentations caused by the strokes of labour. 
Our toiling brothers, in sweat and dust, struck these blows 
within the w~lls of the great works;hop where we too are getting 
our stroke of 'vork clone. Ilo\v difficult to realize tl1e immense 
antiquity of those fragments, or to grasp fuiJy tl1e thought that 
since they were buried twenty-four centuries have flitted over 
the cartl1 ; and tl1at since tr1o fir~t erectior1 of some of them, 
more than threQ thousand years have rolled past 1 What 
changes h~v~ been witnessed in that immense space of time! 
"\Vhat jo_ys and woes have heaved the great heart of humanity ! 
" The Roma~1 Empire has begun aud ended." 1'he Goth and · 
vartdal too l1ave. walked off i11to tl1e dark deatl1-realn1s. At tl1c 
time of 1;H11eveb.'s iutevment, Dritaio, the future home of tbe 
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Anglo Saxon race, whose dominions were to be far wider in 
sweep than those of Assyria, was covered with forests and 
swamps ; her iron and co31 beds sleeping, undisturbed, side by 
side 'vild cattle roaming through her valleys, fearless of roan-
no smoke from tall chimneys darkening the air-perhaps not 
even the blue vapour from some naked savage's hut. But a'vay 
there, in the far east, preparation was making for the birth-
hour of the present. A great ewpire sinks into ruins ; but a 
higher growth springs up over its remains, now that its work is 
done. In due time rises Britain with her colonies and com-
merce, her Indian Empire in the east, and America, her great 
off-shoot in the west her arts, literature and religion. 1'hus 
ever does death pass into life-
,' From the dark and troubled surges 
Of the roaring sea of time, 
Evermore a world emerges 
Solemn, beautiful, sublime.'' 
A11d now is dug up the wreck . of this1old world linking us 
to Assyria-linking us with Noah and Adam bridging over 
the time-~lfs of the past. Here are the haHs where out 
brothers ·walked where they worked and prayed! Where arc 
now the fingers that sculptured these fragments where the 
millions that trod these pavements ! 
• 
~ 
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" Oblivion's pall alike is spread 
O'er slave and lordly tomb, 
The sad, the gay, the old, the young, 
The warrior's strength aud beaaty's glow, 
Resolved to that from which they sprung, 
Compose the Qust below." 
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CHAPTER III. 
• 
NATURE OF THE RUINS AND MODE OF THEIR PRESERVATION. 
In order to get an idea of these discoveries and the mode or 
their preservation, \Ve must picture in our minds enormous 
mounds of earth standing iso]ated on a plain. ~electing oue of 
these tnounds, \ve fiud its dimensions as fo1lows: length nearly 
1000 feet: breadth 983 :-height 40 to 50 feet. Upon this 
artificially constructed mass of earth the excavators set to work-
sinking shafts into the interior, and driving tunnels through it 
in various directions. Very soon they struck on walls panelled 
with slabs of gypsum, elaborately sc·llptured; and found them ... 
selves expluriug cltarubers, halls and courts of vast dimensions. 
As the accumul~teJ ru~)bish of centuries is cleared away, they 
disc9ver that they are tenants of a palace under ground; and 
ore surrounded by evidences of grandeur and n1agnificcncc that 
fill thetu with astonishment. 1'hey fiud thht it is the basP.ment-
story of an Assyrian palace they are exca\'ating, which, with its 
content~, is still in a wonder fully perfect state of preservation. 
1.'he upper portion of the walls, they discover has fallen in ; and, 
having beeu built of sun-dried bt·icks, has returned to earth, and 
completely encased the lower portions of the bGilding, and thus 
most e free tually sccu l'ed their t·rcsel·vation. 'Jhc." also fiud that 
this palace was origiually erected on a platforrn 30 feet high, 
formed of sundried bricks, aud cased, on the out~ide, with stoue, 
in order to render it. capable of sustaining the super-incurnbeut 
mass. This at once exolains· the nature of the imrnense earthen 
mound. On its summit, brightly glancing in gay colours, and 
ado rued outside with rich sculptures, stood the gorgeous palace, 
riiing story upon story. '1'he platform served to rive it a colu-
maudin~ position \vhen in existence ; and, being fonue<l of 
perishable rnatArials. fut·nishcd a soft and secure bl'd in which 
its ruins were safely eutombed. l~age..Jy the explorers drive on 
thcit~ operations; and they are delighted to find the iuside of 
the walls, to the height of ten feet frotn the floor, completely 
cased wi,.h thin slabs of gypsum, a kind of stone that abounds 
in the neighbourhood; and covered with sculptures aud 1uscrip-
19 
tions in the language or the lssyrians. These p'anellings of 
their palaces reveal all that we can learn of this ancit-nt race. 
Fot·tunately for us they were in the habit of writing their history 
aloug the walls of theit· national edifices; and thus they have 
J.eft pictures of thrmsch·es, in stone tablets, to elllighten us. 
Here are records of their exploits in war and in the chase. 
These scull-'tures contain representations of their warriors, in 
full equipments, attacking a city-scaling the walls, shooting 
their arrows or plying their battering rams. ~'hen tl•e l{ing, on 
his thronP, receives the captives and the y)lunder; and all the 
frightful details of barbaric warfare are represented. \Ve can 
tell, from these ren1ains, ot· wltat kind \\·ere tl1eir '\\·ar cltariots, 
their bows, spears, swords and shields. ~'heir mode of building 
these great works is also discoverable ; and thus we teart\ theit· 
knowledge of the mechanical arts. Ilere too are represeuted 
th,~ir god~ and religious ceremonies. Some glimpses iuto their 
social l1abits are tlffor{led, and sotne incl1catiotls of tlleir dornestio 
life. And then those strange looking arrow-headt.>d characters 
that cover tl1e \valls, contain the records of tl1e extir1ct race ; at1d 
under the skilful treatment of a Hincks and a Uawliuson, they 
are compelled to tell their tale, and help us to comr~rehend the 
eculptm·es. 'l'hus these relics show us some of the first ste1 s of 
man in his career of industry and labour. Here is a tide-mark 
telling us where the waves of progress once broke on the strartd. 
~'he great ocean-swell has advanced far beyond it now; but 
or1ce it l1ad cot11e '' l1itherto atld no fartl1er.'' 1.'llc Nine\'ites 
were once to the wo..Id, what the English, French aud Ameri-
cans now are. 1'hey led the van. _.\11 that was th<·n greatest, 
noblest and most beautiful in art, industry and civilization, lmd 
their centre and· source in Assyrht. ~'l1ese are indicationg of 
what were once mat1's noblest achievements. 
~,he magnificenc~ of the Assyrian palaces may be conceived 
of, to some extent, from the representation, in I.ayard's third 
volume, of tho fagade and grand entrance of Sennachcrib's 
palace, which he was fortunate enough to discover during his 
secot1d visit. Bv mear1s of wl1at remains of tl1i~ entra11cc, and 
by hints derived from the ~culptures on the walls, a complete 
restoration of it has been effe~ted, so tl1at we have now a repre.-
sentation of 8ennacher·ib's palace as it stoQd when he resided 
witbin. 1.'he lofty platform on which it stood was ascended by 
a broad fli6hL of steps, and a wide terrace· stretched along, in 
. front uf the entrance, which was no less than 180 feet in extent. 
Guarding the several portals were three gt·oups of colossal, 
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hu1nan-headed bulls, each twenty feet ·long, and nearly twenty 
feet in height-in all ten in number ; and six human figures of 
gigantic proportions, representing Nimrod strangling the lion, 
\Verc distributed between these groups. The outside wall 'vas 
encased with gypsum slabs to the height of fifteen or t'venty 
feet ; and these 'vere elaborately sculptured with historical 
scenes, recording the great battles and victories of the monarch's 
reign. Above these rose the upper stories of the palace ; the 
·whole being painted in gay colours, and presenting an appear-
ance of grandeur and magnificence ·with which it would be 
difficult to find any thing in modern times to compare. This 
appeats to have been the principal entrance to the royal abode; 
but in addition to this, there were two others but little inferior 
in grandeur, guarded in the same manner, and affording admis-
sion to other parts of the immense structure. In the interior 
three large halls, 200 feet in length and forty or fifty in breadth, 
were discovered, on the walls of which the records of the empire 
were sculptured. The whole of the other apartments were 
grouped around these three principal halls. Parallel with t4em, 
on each side, wet•e narrower chambers ; these opened into others 
still smaller ; and these in turn led to others having no outlet. 
Some idea of the extent of the structure may be formed from 
the following paragraph, in ·which Layard sums up ·what he bad 
done in excaTating Sennacberib's palace. '' In this magnificent 
edifice I had opened no less than 71 balls, chambers and pas-
sages, whose walls, almost without an exception, 'vere panelled 
with slabs of sculptured alabaster. By a rough calculation, 
about 9,880 feet, or nearly two miles of bas-reliefs, with 27 
pvrtals, formed by colossal winged bulls, and lion-sphinxes, were 
uncovered in that part of the building explored during my re-
searches~ Only a part of the palace was explored, and much 
still remains under ground of this enormous structure. The 
greatest length of the excavations was about 720 feet: the 
grt.!atest breadth about 600 feet. The pavement of the chambers 
was from 20 to 35 feet below the surface of tlle mound.'' 
A question arises as to the mode of lighting these apartments. 
At first Layard thought the palaces were but one story in 
height ; and in his first work on Nineveh, he su ppos~s that 
square openings in the roof admitted the light. In his new 
'vork, however, he informs us that he was mistaken in this con-
jecture ; and that it is rendered certain by later discoveries that 
the palaces had more stories than one. Consequently light 
n1ust have been admitted elsewhere than by the roof or ceiling. 
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Layard expresses his concurrence With the theory of Ferguson, 
who has furnished such a fine restoration of these buildings. 
llis suggestion is that the solid wall of the palace terminated a 
few feet above the sculptures, ·and that the upper portion of it 
was formed of wooden pillars, with openings between them ad-
mitting a free circulation of ligl1t and air. Upon these pillars 
the ceiling rested, as well as the upper stories. An awning and 
curtains drawn over these side openings would ward off th(} raj'S 
of the sun ; and thus a beautiful and softened light would fall on 
the sculptures. Many of the inner chambers, however, even on 
this theory, must have been artificially lighted, as few rays 
could reach them. In the hot climate of the east, i11 order to 
secure coolness, it is ncc~ssary almost to exclud_, the sun's 
beams. 
, 'V e are astonished at the yery high know ledge of art indiea-
ted by the sculptures. No one would for a moment dream of 
comparing them with tho productions of Grecian art, which in 
delineations of forms of beauty, may be said to have reache<l 
perfaotion ; still, the hest judges assign to the Assyrian sculp-
~ures a high place. True, indeed, many things indicate that it 
was but the infancy of art-the rudimcntarv efforts of an igno-
rant people, reminding us occasionally of the attempts of 
children ; still it discovers a most exact study of nature and 
great attention to fidelity of form. Still farther-we clearly 
discern many striking resemblances to the productions of the 
Grecian chisel, and proof incontrovertible that Greece borrowed 
from Assyria carrying on to perfection what she had begun. 
The German historian Niebuhr, one of the m.ost competent 
judge&, remarks that " there was no Grecian art till after the 
Persian war; but afterwards it advanced with rarid strides." 
So that the Greek.s got their first hints from the Persians, who 
were but poor imitators of their predecessors, the Assyrians. 
So far as we know the Assyrians first taught mankind to awaken 
the marble into life. 
In a knowledge of th~ decorative arts the Assyrians surpassed 
all the nations of antiquity. We find from the sculptures that 
they used arm-chairs and stools, and ate, like ourselves, off 
tables ; and that their tables and Chairs were. richly ornamented 
like our own, with lions' feet and the heads of various animals._ 
Their cups and vases were equal in shape to anything yet pro-
duced. They were acquainted with glass and the various kinds 
of enamels ; and with the art of varnishing pottery aud covering 
it with paintings, by .means of coloured enamels. 1'hey were 
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also 'Yorkers in metals of various kinds ; and a bronze lion has 
been found, proving their acquaintance with the art of casting. 
A curious series of sculptures has recently been discovered, 
representing in its various stages, the whole process of raising 
to its place one of the human-headed bulls. Cables, wedges, 
pulleys and immense levers are employed ; and a superintendant 
stands on the mass, giving his orders to the workmen through a 
speaking-trumpet. Numerous gems and cylinders that have 
been found, prove the Assyrians to have been skilful engravers 
on stone. Their palaces testi(y to their skill in architecture~ ; 
and the remains of their canals, and other great works for 
irrigation, astonish even those acquainted with modern en-
gineering. Quantities of bronze caldrons, bells, dishes, plates 
and bowls, of elegant design, have been brought to light. ~rhus 
advanced in all tl1e arts of life were the men of twelve hundred 
years before Christ. 
It is very remarkable that among all the ruins yet explored, 
no traeo of an Assyrian tomb has been discovered; nor, ·tn 
any or the sculptures, do we discover a funeral procession, or 
any ceremony connected with the interment of the dead. " We 
arc thus" sa.'1S Layard " quite unable to say how they disposed 
of their dead ;- ··whether they burned them and scattered their 
a'3hes to the winds-or exposed them till nothing remained but 
the bleached bones. In this resJ ect they contrast strikingly 
with the ancient Egyptians, who bestowed such care upon the 
remains of humanity that we have in our museums at present 
bodies that must have been embalmed 3000 years ago; and on 
almost every temple wall of Egypt arc portrayed ceremonies 
observed after deatl1 and even tl1o events of a future state.'' 
But there are no embalmed Assyrians-no " statues ·or flesh-
immortal of tho dead," to awaken our sympathies as having 
once had human hearts beating " beneath their leathern breasts;,, 
and "in lusty life,'' as haviug traversed these halls in the days 
of their glory. Not a bone, or urn holding human dust, haA 
tur ed up ; and stranger still, these marble pictures represent 
n neral rite or tomb. Did these proud Assyrians a void aJl 
a ion to death-did they ignore the King of Terrors-did they 
get rid of every remnant of humanity hastily, so soon as tho 
vital epat·k had fled, lest the monuments of the dead should dis. 
turb tho pleasures of the living ? Or, like one of the J{ings of 
France, did they affect ta believe there was no death ? If so, 
it was but the poor resource of the ostrich that hides its head in 
the sand, when hard pressed by the hunters, and would fain 
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forget that its body is not hidden. All their pomp and pride 
could not shield them from the sweep of death's all-subduing 
arm. To each of them, in some shape or other, t~e pale _mes-
senger came : and whether they were warring or hunting-
palace-building or acting the courtier in the halls of Kings-
whether ruling an empire, or tugging _ as poor captives at the 
lever or oar, it mattered not ; the wan shadow came and 
inexorably beckoned them away. A day too is coming that will 
discover the resting-place of their dust-a day when " all that 
are in their graves shall hear the voice of the Son of ~Ian and 
shall come .forth.'' · 
Here, then, was the earthly stage of these millions-here are· 
their records telling us, in a dim way, what they made of this 
great universe ; and how the myatery of existence unfolded 
itself to their eyes. As we gaze upon those huge guardians of 
their palaces, with their grave magestic countenances, we con-
jure up the scenes on which they have looked. 
'· The days of old return~-I breathe the aii' 
. Of the young world; I see her ·giant sons, 
Like to a gorgeous pageant in the sky 
Of summer·s evening- cloud on fiery cloud 
Thronging up-heaved : before me rise the walls 
Of the Titanic cit)· ,-brazen gates, 
'rowers, temples, palaces enor1nous piled ;--
Imperial Niaeveb, tl1e earthly qtteen, 
In all ~he" golden pomp, I see her now-
ller swarming streets- her splendi<-1 festivaJJ ......... 
. 
Her sprightly da111sels to the timbril's sound 
A:irily bounding, and their anklet's chime; 
1-Ier lusty sons, like summer-morning gay-
IIer warriors stern- her rich-robed rulers grave, 
. ' 
I bear the music of her banquetings; 
I hear the laugh, the whisper and the sigh!'' 
. . 
Tho poet's picture is true. Men and women, with human 
hearts beating in their bosoms, have inhabited these walls. The 
shouts of revelry the song of vic~ory the voice of soft, sweet 
music, and the wail of woe and despair haTe re-echoed through 
these palace-halls. Warriors with stately step have been here-
their hearts high-swelling with triumph-tho welcome shout of 
the multitude ringing in their ears ; and the poor condemned 
captive bas looked out here for the light of a last morning, and, 
with tremulous he~rt, thought of absent wire and child. Be-
• 4 
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i,ween tl1ese atony guardians have marched the fettered 
Israelites, dragged away from home and fatherland ; and as . 
slaves n1ay have helped to rear these walls. The haughty 
Scnnacherib~ too, after his awful defeat, trod the same entrance, 
to fall soon after by the hands of his own sons. ~'he children 
of Israel are a living race to-day ; their oppressors, centul'ics 
a.go, have utterly perished t 
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CHAPTER IV. 
THE RELIGIOUS SYSTEM OF THE ASSYRIANS AS ILLUSTRATIVE OF 
SCRIPTUBE. 
Tho various religious systems w~ ~ollectively name Paganism 
present a strange and puzzling problem. How can we account 
for sucl1 a faith, or conceive of the rise of such a belief?-
Whence the multitude of gods that crowded the heaven of 
heathenism ? Did cuaning men sit down and deliberately in-
vent these tales to impose on dark superstitious credulity? or is 
it all the product of mad fanaticism a fever-dream, confused 
and meaningless ? '\V e cannot quite adopt either of these ways 
of explaining that mysterio~s system of thought. What men 
invent and pt·opagate, conscious of i~ falsehood, seldom obtains 
any permanent hold upon human belief. Had cunning priests 
agreed together to frame a false system of religion, its duration 
would have been very brief. Unless a religious system be, to 
some extent, an expression of the faith and modes of belief 
already existing in the minds of men, unless it embody their 
actual thinkings, it cannot obtain currency, or draw votaries 
after it. And of this wuch we may feel assured that once 
men did, with their whole hearts, believe in this very Paganis~ 
that to us seems so strange an~ revolting ; onee it was, to living 
men, a solution of the mystery of existence an explanation of 
the great, encompassing universe, that to ourselves is still so 
full vf wonder. Having fallen from the knowledge of the true 
God, men actually did form such beliefs regarding themselyes 
and their relation to the unseen and eternal ; thus demonstrating , 
the insufficiency of reason when unaided by revelation. The . 
Bible declares that wan was originally gifted with a knowledge 
of the true God; and that all idolatry is a fa11 from the pure 
and spiritual worship of this Being a worshipping of " the 
creature instead of the Creator.'' 1'he corruption, however, 
Was gradual ; men did not at once sink into the grossness of 
idel or beast worship ; but, step by step, they went down into 
the abyss. The Nineveh marbles confirm and illustrate most 
strikingly the Bible's account of man's gradual degeneracy . 
. 
2 () 
There is abundant evidence in these &culptures to prove that 
the older forms of worship and systems of faith were com-
paratively pure. The earliest religion, of which any traces 
remain, was Sabeanism or the worship of the heavenly bodies; 
and this was probably the first decline from the spiritual idea of 
God. The testimony of history is uniform in pointing to the 
~1csopotamian p1ains as the p1ace where this religious Rystem 
originated. llero, owing to the clearness of the atmosphere, the 
brilliancy and beauty of the stars far exceed our conceptions ; 
and the night is even lovlier than day. These primitive men 
gazed at their gorgeous firmament blazing with the glittering 
stars shining down upon them with diamond brightness "like 
eyes looking on them from the mysterious deeps of eternity,'' 
and revealing something of the inner splendours ; they marked 
their mysterious notions and their connections with the seasons ; 
and their wonder grew into a kind of worship. And at length 
they said these shall be to us symbols or types of the majesty 
and greatness of the Lord of All, and let us do reverence to them 
as such. But mark the danger of setting up any visible object,-
evcn such as " the host of heaven" in all their beauty as 
symbols through which to adore the Creator. That first false 
step led on to errors more gross and degrading. The Creator 
was forgotten, and the visible object alone was worshipped. 
Star-worship rapidly degenerated into fire-worship ; and flame, 
a thing of man's creation, from its resemblance to the luminariell 
of the sky, was made a symbol of deity. IIere was a step 
lowel'....,··from the stars to the fire on the altar. The earlier 
monuments of Nineveh contain evidences of the practice of star-
worship ; some of later date discover traces of fire-worship. 
A visible symbol having once been introduced, the corrupt 
heart of man rapidly advanced in degeneracy. The next step 
'vas tl1e deification of mortal men. How this arose it is difficult, 
if not impossible for us, at this distance of time, to explain. 
~rhe case of Dagon, the fish-god, whose name occurs in the Old 
~restament, and whose image we find among the Nineveh sculp-
tures, may help us in obtaining a· slight glimpse into the matter. 
The tradition ran that he rose out of the Persian Gulf, and 'vas 
the first to teach men tl1e rudiments of tl1e arts and sciences. 
Let us su} pose now that, at some period or other, a warlike 
chieftain, from son1e isle of the ocean 'vhere the ligl1t of civiliza- · 
tion had dawned previously, sailed, with his followers up tho 
Euphrates. lie subdues but also instructs the savage people ; 
teaches them to build and to cultivate the soU; elevatci and 
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enlightens them, to some extent; perhaps gives them the letters 
of the cunieform alphabet. The rude people are grateful ; for 
th~ soul of man welcomes light. They rise into glowing ad-
miration of their benefactor who has changed their night into 
morning bright and beautiful ; and make his word their life's-
guidance. lie dies; and then their admiration transcends all 
bounds and grows into adoration. Great while living, he be-
comes manifold greater when dead. It is marvellous how a 
thing grows in the human imagination, when love and worship 
are there to encourage it, and vague tradition is the only 
medium of transmitting information regarding it. The hero 
who served his fellows, by hand or brain, when ou earth, riies 
into a god after death. Thus Dagon, the sea-King, his real 
history being lost, becomes Dagon the fish-god ; has statues 
erected to his memory, and is devoutly worshipped. We can 
thus see the possibility of such a thing growing up, without 
supposing it to be the result of madness or conscious lying. It 
is altogether a human process, supposing man to grope his way 
unguided by a revelation. Thus too, may these Assyrians have 
formed for themselves a supreme deity whom they named 
'' Asshur .'' Une of Nimrod's lieutenants was so named ; a 
strong forest-feller, or beast-tamer, or men-conqueror ;-and he 
too was consecrated by death as a deity. 'V e can thus conceive 
pf Paganism growing up, the knowledge of the one true God 
'b'eing obscured or lost ; and we can account for it, in a dim way, 
without supposing all who have gone before us to have been 
mere knaves or madmen. 
It is very evident that, with such gods to worship, the people 
must sink into gross immorality. The inevitable tendency of aU 
genuine worship is to assimilate the worshipper to the character 
of the being worshipped. Tell us the gods a nation worships 
and, without enchantment, we will be ahle to tell you the moral 
condition of the people. If the object of adoration be. imperfect, 
weak, impure or cruel, the worshipper will reaemble his god in 
these respects ; he cannot rise higher than the being he adores. 
Idolatry, therefore, in all its forms, was debasing, corrupting 
and ruinous-dishonouring- to God and destructiTe to man. 
The divine curse rests upon·it; and it is doomed to be rooted 
from the earth. 
We find several of the Assyrian idols mentioned by name in 
scripture. The question arises whether the discoveries among 
the ruins of Nineveh corroborate the Bible's representations of 
their worship. Isaiah informs us (37 cb., 38 v.) that Senna-
• 
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cherib was slain while worshipping in the temple of his god 
Nisroch. Now in all languages belo11ging to the same family 
as tho Ilebrew, the word "Nisrh" means an eagle, and the 
syllable " Och" is intensive ; so that the word '' Nieroch" 
means " the great eagle." One of the first objects disco red 
at Nineveh was a cJnspicuous idol, having a human figure with 
the head of an eagle ; and Layard immediately and justly con.: 
eluded that here he had found Sennacherib's god Nisroch. In 
confirmation of this he cites a fragment of one of the oracles of 
Zoroaster, which declares that "God is he who has the head of 
a hawk.'' '!'here can be no reasonable doubt that this engle-
headed and winged idol is the Nisroch of the Bible. ~'he 
probability is that this deity was a personification of the sun, the 
eagle in most of the ancient systelJls being 'a symbol of the sun ; 
and thus its introduction was a corruption of pure Sabeanism. 
IIowever this may be, we have here a striking testimony to the 
trulh of the scriptural representation~ 
Another sacred emblem of frequent occurrence among the 
sculptures is a winged figure in a circle. "Sometimes the 
figure is human and holds a bow relaxed in one hand, and a 
sword or dagger in the other ; at other times the human form 
· and circle are dropped, and there is seen merely a winged globe 
or disk." This is the only object that the King is represented 
as worshipping. It hovers over him in battle, and attends his 
triumphal return. Layard concludes that this was the type of 
the supreme god of the Assyrians, by whatever name he "·as 
worshipped. In his first work he conjectured it to be the re-
presentatiun of Baal; but in his more recent volume we are 
told that the inscriptions which have been deciphered render it 
more probable that Asshur was their supreme deity ; and that 
he is always typified by the winged figure in the circle. 
EzelWel, who lived and prophecied by the river Chebar, (now 
called l{habour) not far from Nineveh, and whose eyes must 
have been familiar with the Assyrian palaces and idols, describes, 
in the first chapter of his prophecies, his vision of the four living 
creatures, and aids that "by them was at it were a wheel in 
the middle of a wheel." The figures of '' the living creatures," 
as we shall soon see, wore suggested by certain forms on the 
Assyrian monuments ; and "the wheel within a wheel'' may 
have been drawn from this winged figure in the circle-the type 
of Assyria's supreme deity. 
We find again and again, throughout the Old Testament, tho 
children of Israel accused of worshipping "groves'' when they 
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fell into idolatry. The exact meaning of the term has long been 
involved in obscurity. That it cannot mean a group of trees is 
evident from the way in which the word is used in many pas-
sages. Thus we t·cad in 2 Kings 17 Ch. 10 v. " And they 
set them up images and groves in every high hill and under 
every green tree.'' And in 2 l{ings, 21 Ch. 7 v. Manassch 
is said to have set " a graven image of the grove that he had 
made in the house" that is in Solomon's temple. Clearly, then, 
what is called in our authorized version " a grove'' cannot be a 
group of trees, but must be some small object. In confirmation 
of this, in 2 J(ings 2g Ch. 6 v. Josiah is said to have brought 
the grove itself o·ut of tlte temple, and burnt it at the brook 
l{edron, "and stamped it small to powder, and cast the powder 
thereof 11pon tl1e graves of tl1e children of Is1·ael. '' An emblem 
or idol t.hcreforc must . be referred to. Now the sculptures of 
Nineveh seem to cast light on this obscurity. Before every 
worshipper almost, is placed a sacred emblem in the form of a 
tree, adorned with flowers, but not resembling any known 
vegetable production; and enclosed in a kind of shrine. This 
is, along with the winged figure in the circle, an object of adora-
tion; and at once suggests ''the grove" or symbolic tree which, 
. when the Israelites fell into the idolatrous practices of thejr 
neighbours, they are accused of worshipping. It is believecl 
that this sacred tree was the emblero ·of the Assyrian goddess 
'' Ashtaroth,'' or '' the Queen of Heaven'' as she is called i11 
scripture known also by the names of Astarte, Mylitta, or the 
Assyrian Venus. She was als0 known as Beltis, as being the 
female foJ:m of the great divinity Baal. Her worship was most · 
widely observed ; and was impure and degrading in the extreme. 
lienee the grove worship, we find, was most severely denounced 
by the prophets of Go~. 
" It is not likely" says Layard " that the winged human-
headed lions and bulls that . kept the . gates of the Assyrian 
palaces were objects of direct adoration.. They were types of 
the union of great physical and intellectual power ; and as such, 
may have awed and instructed the rude minds of those who for 
xnany ages passed before thCm." Destitute of any divine re .. 
velation, they looked for a type of spiritual power, and not in-
appropriately chose the human head-of strength, and they took 
the body of tho lion or bull-of ubiquity, and found it in the 
wings of the bird; and thus those gigantic compound creaturcG 
1nay have been originated. Ezekiel, who was one of the Assyrian 
captives, and beheld these palace-temples in all their splendour . 
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in typifying certain divine attributes, naturally draws l1is figures 
from objects with which he was familiar. In the first chapter 
of his prophecies he tells us, that he saw in his vision four living 
creatures, who had four faces, four wings, and the hands of a 
man under their wings, on their four sides. Their faces wero 
those of a man, a lion, an ox and an eagle; precisely those we 
find among the Assyrian monuments. Here then we have 
another curious illustration of tho prophetic language ; and an 
indirect confirmation of the accuracy of the sacred writers. 
In the first book of Samuel, 5th Chapter, we find a reference 
to one of the gods worshipped by the Philistines under the name 
Dagon. The ark of God having been take.n by the Philistines, 
they set it up in triumph in the temple of Dagon, at Ashdod. 
In the morning, however, they found Dagon prostrate on tho 
earth before the ark struck down by an unseen hand. Sup-
posing that it was merely the result of accident, they set him 
agairi on his pedestal ; but "on the morrow'' we read, "behold 
Dagon was fallen upon his face to the ground before the ark of 
the Lord ; and the head of Dagon, and both the palms of his 
hanfls were cut off upon the threshold; only the stump of 
Dagon was left to him." The margin supplies a more correct 
rendering of the Hebrew : '' only the fishy part of Dagon re- 0 
mained." 
0 
The best scripture commentators had long since 
conjectured, from the inCidents recorded here, and from the 
testimony of history, that the image of Dagon was a kind of 
merman the upper part human with a fishy extremity. The 
word "Dag'' in Hebrew signifies fish; and it is a well establish-
·~(! tact that the neighbouring Phoenicians had an idol of this 
shape. It is very striking to find the Nineveh sculptures 
furnishing a comment upon this passage which at once removes 
doubt ; and shows that the worship ,pf Dagon was practised also 
on the banks of the Tigris. In the ruins of Sennacherib's palace 
rJayard found bn.s-reliefs of the fish-god. "' The head of a fish'' 
he says in describing the sculpture, '' formed a mitre above that 
of the man ; while its scaly back and fan-like tail fell as a cloak 
behind, leaving the human feet and limbs exposed." An olcl 
tradition, preserved by Berossus, states that a being called 
Oaunes, or the sacred man-fish, issued at one time from the 
l~rythrean aea, and instructed the Chaldeans in all wisdom, in 
the sciences and fine arts ; and was afterwards worshipped as a 
god. We have already seen how, in all probability, the mythic 
tale of a god rising out of the waves, having a fish's extremity 
united to a human head, was woven out of the fact of the con· 
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quest of Chaldea, at some remote period, by a civili~ed people 
who came in ships to the mouth of the Euphrates. The worship 
of Dagon extended over Mesopotamia, Syria and among the 
cities of the Mediterranean. It was one of his temples that the 
giant arms of Samson dragged down in his death. Rawlinson 
has discovered the name Dagon among the Nineveh inscriptions ; 
so that the matter is put beyond a doubt. When we find such 
confirmations of the minute accuracy of the sacred historians 
thus starting up from the most unexpected quarters, we cannot 
hut feel satisfied that the God of the Bible is thus bearing testi-
mony to.his own word, in the discoveries which his Providence 
· is bringing about. · 
One other singular figure, found by Layard among the sculp-
tures recently explored, deserves notice, from it.IJ pos~ible con-
nexion with some popular ideas still current among ourselves. 
At one of the palace doorways the explorer discovered a monster 
"whose head, of fanciful and hideous form, had long pointed 
ears and extended jaws armed wi~h huge teeth. Its body was · 
covered with feathers~ its fore-feet were those of a lion-its 
hind-legs ended in the talona of an eagle . and it had spreading 
wings and the tail of a bird.'' " Behind this strange image was 
a winged man, whose dress consisted of an upper garment, with 
a skirt of skin or fur an under robe fringed with tassels, and 
the sacred horned-hat. A long sword was suspended from his 
shoulders by an embossed belt. He grasped in eaoh hand an 
object in the form of a double trident, resembling tlte thundel·-
bolt of the Greek Jove, which he Was in the attitude of hurling 
against the monster, who turned furiously towards him" La yard 
is of opinion .that the group represents the bad spirit driven out 
by the good deity. In many of the old systems of religion the 
idea comes out prominently, of the co-existence of a principle of 
evil and darkness with the principle of good and light-that the 
one contended with the other for supremacy-that for a time 
the I-rinciple of evil got the mastery, but only to be defeated ancl 
destroyed in the end. The idea appears most distinctly in the 
religious system of the Persians who worshipped Ormuzdh, the 
source of light and good, and Ahriman, the author of evil. 'V c 
can readily see, in all this, a corruption and distortion of the 
scriptural account of the origin of evil; and also of the divine 
promise of a Deliverer who would one day destroy the works of 
the de Til and extinguish the reign of sin. Fondly has the poor 
heart of humanity, in all times, clung to this divine hope; and 
iu a thousand distorted forms does it manifest itself, eveu a~nid 
t 
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~he monstrosities of paganism ; tbus proving that Christ is 
i11deed '' tl1e desire of all nations''-- ~·even of those 'vho never 
heard his name, but whose aching hearts have longed for the 
great deliverer who was to restore paradise and wipe the tear 
fi·om every eye. Ilere, then, on this marble slab, we have this 
idea dimly bodied forth, in strange guise :-the evil of the world 
is not eternal-is not omnipotent it is doomed to destruction ; 
fOr against it contends the undying, all-powerful principle of 
good. The hideous monster, evil, flies smitten and cliscomfittcd. 
It is a world-wide, everlasting truth. It is also worthy of 
remark, tho.t in this Assyt·ian representation of the principle of 
C\'il, \VO can trace the origin of tl1ose no less frigl1tft1l forms i11 
whioh superstition, in every age, hns clothed the Evil' One. 
Some fibre of truth they all had ; otherwise they could have got 
uo hold upon the earnest mind of man. Evil is hideous, fright-
ful, injurious, said our brothers of the olden time; and therefore 
they embodied it in their most revolting forms. Good is lovely 
and divin~; and they robed it in beauty and endowed it with 
courage and strength. l'hus they exp1·essed their ideas of the 
infinite difference between good and evil. Let us not despise 
the thinkiugs of those who had no light from God's revelation. · 
· It would appear, from several passages of scripture, that the 
Assyrians were in the habit of destroying the idols of othet· 
nations whom they conquered, and forcing them to adopt their 
own gods and worship. This was very unusual among the 
nations of· antiquity; for as each nation was supposed to have 
its own local deities, whom it was considered best to worship, 
they were generally left by the conquerors at perfect liherty to 
practice their own 1·eligious lites. l'he Assyrians, however, are 
represented in the Bible as quite intolerant regarding all other 
modes of worship, and all other gods. \Vith their dominion they 
imposed their worship on the conquered. We have a proof of 
this in Isaiah 37th Ch. 18th v. where Ilezekiah in his prayer for 
cleliverauce says, " for of a truth Lord the •l{ings of Assyria 
l1 tl ve I aiel ,vaste all tho nations ancl tl1eir countries ; and l1ave 
c:1st their gods into tl1e fire, for they were no gods, but the work 
of men's hauds, wood and stone." And again in Isaiah 4Gth Ch. 
1st ver::;c, there is a vivid picture of tho destruction of the 
Babylonian idols and of their being borne into captivity on 
beasts of burden as mere ordinary luggage. "Bel boweth 
down-N ebo stoopeth. Tlwir idols are laid upon the beasts 
and the cattle. They stoop, they bow clown together, they aro 
a burden to tho wet.u-y beast.'' Now tho Nincvth sculptures 
• 
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supply a curious comment on this as well as on the 6th and 7th 
verses of the same chapter,-showing how sternly truthful are 
tl1e sacred writers, in tl1e most min11te delineations. Several of· 
these sculptures represent the Assyrians bearing off in triumph 
the images of the gods of the conquered nations. In the 
language of Isaiah " they go into captivity,'' and are set up a!:J 
trophies of victory, or utterly ·destroyed. In confirmation of all 
this, the inscriptions on the b]ack basaltic obelisk discovered by 
Layard have been deciphered, and are found to contain records 
of an Assyrian l{ing, contemporary with Jehu, J{ing of Jsrae]. 
The fOllowing is an extract from the account of his military 
exploits : " And Ahuni, son of Hateni, with his gods and chief 
})riests, I brought away to my country of Assyria.'' " The 
cities of this region, which did not acknowledge the god Asshur, 
I brought under subjection." There is much more to the same 
purpose, all showing that the Assyrians propagated their religion 
l>y the sword, and est~blished the worship of their own idvls 
wherever they came. The Nineveh remains confirm, most 
exactly, the scriptural representations. 
It is of some importance then that we know what these heathen 
deities, mentioned in the Bible, actually Were ; and what shape 
they took in tho minds of their worshippers. We thus read the 
sacred page with a clearer eye; and find in it a fresher meaning. 
\V e find, moreover, a most convincing corroboration of the 
Bible's account of man's origin~l state. The infidel tells us that 
men began with the lowest savage ·state- ··began little better 
than brutes, and passed through various stages of developement. 
The Bible tells us that God made man upright, and with a 
knowledge of himself; and that he fell and wandered farther 
and farther from God. Hence the need of a Redeemer and a 
redemption. Every fresh discovery is adding fresh confirmation 
of the scriptural account ; an~ testifying to the high position 
man originally held and to his gradual corruption. The 
moUldering ruins of Nineveh proclaim the same truth • 
i 
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CHAPTER V. 
IDSTORICAL CORROBORA 1,IONS OF SCRIPTURE. 
The learned, metaphysical Berkely has told us, in words now 
familiar to every one, and which, when he uttered them we feel 
to have been a kind of prophecy, that 
'' 'Vest ward the course of etnpire takes its way, 
The four first acts already past ; 
The fifth shall close the drama witlt the day,--
Time's noblest oifBpring is the last." 
The sceptre of the world has been steadily, though slowly, 
moving from the cast towards the west. Once the east was tho 
centro of life and action ; the west, meantime, being in a state 
of the rudest barbarism, or covered with the primeval forest or 
swamp. From the glowing, sun-scorched plainS of the east, 
fierce, ateel-clad warriors rushed to the conquest of thi world. 
Great empires, magnificent cities, gorgeous pala~cs and tempJes, 
huge pyramids and all the results of art and industry first arose 
in the east. But over it slowly moved ''decay's effacing finger.'' 
The Assyrian ~onarchy, reared on the banks of the ~'igt·is and 
Euphrates, gave way to the Persian ; which, in its turn, fell 
before the thunders of tho Maceclonian conqueror. ~'hen the 
sceptre passed westward ; and Greece, with its ardent genius, 
and its cliroe the very homo of beauty, became. mistress of the 
world, to fall before the iron arm ~r impetia1 Rome. But even 
)loman greatness must submit to the doom of all earthly things ; 
and before ~the fierce tribes nourished in tl1e forests of the north, 
her unwieldy bulk was crushed ; and the star of empire, moving 
westward, now stands over the nations of Europe whose terri-
tories abut on the great Atlantic ocean. And now, on this side 
the Atlantic, we see the huge continent of America with 
its yet unwrought coal fields ~nd immense mineral treasures, 
its energetic Anglo-Saxon population, rapidly growing into 
gt·eatuess, and destined one day to play an important part 
in the transactions of our planet. \Yhen Nineveh was re-
.ioicing in her gl<?ry and strength, the wolf and wild boar 
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had posse~sion of the banks of the Thames ; the forests of the 
New \Vorld were unviolated by the hand of man. Now the 
east is a desert the west is full of glowing life and energy. 
Is it destined that the east shall be again quickened into life, 
and become, once more, the scene of stirring events ? Shall 
the west give back to the east what she received from her-her 
ideas, civilization, and religion? Shall those sandy plains, once 
so fertile, and producing food for so mauy myriads, ever again 
wave with the golden harvest? Shall the skill and science of 
the west ever turn eastward, and · re ... construct there a nobler 
civili~ation than of old ? ~ Shall railway-trains, with Nineveh 
and Babylon as stations, dash along the banks of ·these ancient 
rivers, binding India to the west ?• Late events seem to in ... 
dicate that such a result is highly probable. ~'here is no curse 
on that lovely land but the curse of a false degrading religion, 
which invariably produces a miserablo apathetic race. Let a 
purer faith be imparted and the east may again rise into great-
ness. All at onca, a great and gr<;>wing interest in the east 
begins to stir the western nations. It is at this moment the 
battle-field, on which the destinies of the civilized world are to 
be decided. The boom of cannon and the rattle of musketry 
are startling the ancient silences, and rousing the stagnant 
eastern nations from their sleep of centuries. 1.'hese down- · 
trodden millions see before them the cl1ildren of the west, 
decisive in action, glittering iri all the pomp and circumstance 
of modern warfare; and who can tell the revolution of ideas 
that may be the result ? We have a higher hope still ; that 
the faith of the west · will make way in the cast. In India and 
·China idolatry is tottering to its fall, and chtistianity is making 
rapid progress. .All over Turkey christian missionaries are at 
work ; and the crescent is waning before the cross. Thus the 
west is sending back the rushing tide of life to the seats of the 
earliest empires of the world. And just at this crisis come those 
startling discoveries among the ruins of Nineveh ; deepening 
and extending the interests of all christian nations in the glowing 
orient. _'l'he discovery of NineVeh has already been the means 
of adding immensely to our acquaintance with the condition of 
eastern nations. . And when we find that every fresh discovery 
supplies most valuable elucidations &1\d corroborations of the 
Bible, will not this increase the impulse that is directing us 
eastward? It may be that God's time of mercy to that land 
has at length arrived. 
------------~----~~-~~~~~--~~~~~~-
• See A11pendix No. II. 
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sih,or that his hand might be with him, to confirm the Kingdom 
iu his lmnd." One of the bas-reliefS, du~ up by Layard, re-
presents a line of chariots hearing tribute to one of the Assyrian 
~Kings. Dr. IIincks, one of the illustrious scholars who have 
distinguished themselves ·by · deciphering the inscriptions of 
Nineveh, has fOund uiJderneath this sculpture, the name of 
1\-Icuahem, amongst those of other monarchs paying tribute to 
Assyria's K.ing. ~rhus we obtain another remarkable corrobora-
tion of scripture. . 
None of the Nineveh remain~ has attracted greater attention 
than the small obelisk of black marble, discovered at Nimroud, 
nnd now placed in tho British muReum. Its· height is but six 
foot six inches ; and each side is charged with four compartments 
of rude sculptures, underneath which are inscriptions, descrip· 
tive of the sculptures. ~'wo different nations are here repre-
sented as bringing tribute to the monarch of Assyria. There is 
stro11g grou11d for believing 011e of tl1esc natio11S to be tho 
Israelites from the Kingdom of Samaria. 'l'he 1\.ing is repre-
sented receiving them surrounded by his great ofliccrs of state ; 
and the ambassador of tbe subject nation prostrates him~elf 
}Jefore the monarch. The tribute-bearers are then introduced, 
displaying their respective burdens, which seem to coL.sist of 
baskets of fruit, bars of metal or precious wood, leatherh bottles, 
honey, oil and piles of money. V{e have seen already how 
IIezekiah and lloshca wore tributaries to Assyria ; but long 
befOre their day, in the reign of J'ehu, tho Assyrians had con-
quered the provinces beyond J ordau, and tnost rrobably exacted 
tribute fr<)m the remai11der. In COI1firmation of tl1is lla,vlir1son 
U11cl llit1eJ.~s l1ave botl1 (lctccted the 11arr1e of J el1t1 a1nong tl1e 
inscriptions on this black obelisk ; and a statement to. the effect 
that the tribute represented is his. 'l'l10 wnne of H.azael, IGng 
of Syria, a contemporary of J elm, and also the name of Ithobaal, 
l{ing of Sidon, another contemporary, have been deciphered on 
the same marble. IIere, then, on this obelisk, we have a pic-
. turc of l{ing Jehu's servants bearing his tribute to the Assyrian 
I\.it g. The Ten Tribes have disappeared, but here we have a 
1 .. t1tle lil{erlcss of so111e of tlleir me111bers. A11cl l1cre also is 
a11other confirmation of the Bible's reprcsentatio1 s regarding the 
relation in which J uclea stood to Assyria. 
Amorig tho most important of Layard's recent discoveries is 
that of the " Chamber of Records' '-or an apartment contain-
ing a vast number of tablets of baked clay, covered with in-
scriptions in the cuuicform character. These contain tho 
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decrees o£ the Kings and the records of the empire ; and the 
(~hamber in which they are found corresponds to " the house of 
the rolls." mentioned E:tra VI-1 v. as having been searched 
for the decree of Cyrus concerning the building of Jerusalem. 
Layard tells us that he found this chamber, to the height of 
more than a foot from the floor, entirely filled with these tablets-
some being entire, but the greater number broken into fragmet\ts, 
and the writing being exceedingly sharp and well defined. The 
char~cters must have been formed by a delicate instrument, 
before the clay was hardened in the fire. \Yhcn deciphered, 
there can be little doubt that revelations of gl'eat value will be 
obtained. Strange to think that now, in the British 1\Iuseum, 
lie the decrees, records, or in modern phrase, "state-papers," 
of the earliest empire of the world. 'V e may derive from them, 
in the mean time, an illustration of the fourth chapter of 
Ezekiel's prophecies. I-Im·e we find the prophet ordered to 
instruct the people by means of an elaborate symbolic action ; 
and for this purpose .he is commanded to " portray J m·usalem 
upon a tile" ; and to carry on, by symbolic procedure, all the 
operations of a protracted siege, with its accompanying priva-
tions. The coromand " to portray Jerusalem upon a tile'' has 
had hitherto but a vague meaning attached to it. But when 
we take into account that Ezekiel was one of the earliest captiv~s 
carried into Assyria, and that he prophesied by the Chebar, one 
of the Mesopotamian rivers, and was consequently familiar with 
the customs of the people, we can see that to " portray" a city 
upon a tile, or clay-tablet, such n.s these . now discovered, must 
have been to him quite a familiar mode of representation. 
'These clay-tablets, covered with figures and letters, make it 
I lain that this was the usual Assyrian mode of recording events 
or representing objects. To " portray Jerusalem,'' therefore, 
the prophet would, in accordance with the usages of the Assy-
rians, figure the city so as to be recognizable by the exiles by 
marl ing some peculiar feature of it, or some of its more remark-
able buildings, upon the soft clay-tablet which would be after-
\Vards har<lened in the fire. Thus, as ou1~ }{nowledge e11larges, 
the meaning of the sacred page becomes clearer, and its 
obscurities brighten into confirmatory cviden~es. The pror betic 
words and symbolic actions, which, at first sight, appear strange 
and incomprehensible, and of which infidelity has often en-
deavoured to take advantage, appear, when viewed in the new 
light cast upon them, both natural, and to the people of that 
age, striking and instructive • 
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CIIAPTER VI. 
'filE ~IILITARY USAGES OF TilE ASSYRIANS AS 1I.~LUS1,Ri\.TIVE 01~ 
SCI~IPTURE. 
Nothing appearQ more saddening in examining the history of 
the early ages, than the records wo every where meet of fierce 
and savage war. ~rhese Nineveh ~culptures arc for the most 
part occupied with scenes of barbaric warfare. Such are the 
earliest pictures we find of our race. 
'' I4o ! unveiled 
The scene of those stern ages ! \\'hat is there ! 
A bou11dless sea of blood, and the wil<.l air 
1.\foans with the crimson surges that entomb 
Cities and banncrcu armies." 
Let us beware, however, of a too hasty condemnation of those 
who have lived before us. All progress of mankind implies the 
decline of war; but how slow has been that decline! As yet 
we have on1y obtained a mitigation of its horrors,-a mingling 
of humanity and mercy with destruction; but the day is seem· 
ingly far distant when the sword shall becvme the ploughshare. 
It is not yet forty years since the smoke of Waterloo darkened 
. the heavens ; and no'v the flame of war is rekindled in tl1e heart 
of Europe, and may enwrap the world. 
While we deplore the horrors and deprecate the advent of 
war, let us not overlook, at tl1c same time, how, out of the evil, 
Providence has evolved a higher good. This scourge of the 
world, rightly viewed, is found to have an clement of good 
pervading and ·underlying it ; as indeed, in a certain sense, all 
evils have. It has, in many cases, if not in all, been ovcr-
tlulecl, so as to 'vork 011t some benefit to tl1e world. Tl1ere can 
be no doubt, for example, that man's physical nature has been 
strengthened and developed by war. ':rho will, too, has been 
called into energetic action ; and the inventive faculties tasked 
to provide oftCnsivc and defensive weapons. Tho art of fortifi-
cation evoked mechanical genius; and when cace came round, 
the 1neutal faculties, thus awakened into life, produced roads, 
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bridges, spinnin~ and weaving machines, railways and steam-
boats; and in this way the arts of destruction were made t\J 
produce something to comfort and bleMs mankind. Still more-
the very sufferings and horrors of war called forth pity, tender-
ness and benevolence towards the sufferers. It is beyond doubt 
that generosity, honour, chivalrous feeling, a scorn of the mean 
aud base-aU these nobler feelings, did actually spring up in 
the practice of warfare ; and these very feelings, in the end, are 
those that put an end to war ; so that in fact war is self-
destructive. 
'' Misery brought in love,-in p888iona' strife 
Man gave hi a heart to mercy, pleading long, 
And sought out gentle deeds to gladden life.'' 
Thus livil)g, human action, is never wholly bad. A benign 
Providence bas arranged it so that whatever is evil in it perishes; 
whatever is good lives and produces fruit. The wrath of man 
is made to praise God. Consider one of these ancient nations, 
such as the Assyrians, whose trade was war and conquest the · 
result after all was not wholly eviL If they conquered their 
weaker neighbours, they also taught them their arts and vir\ues, 
and imparted theft- civilization. Plutarch successfully shows 
that the conquering march of Alexander over the east was a 
real benefit. It bore the arts, .ideas and civilization of polished . 
Greece into the sluggish and barbarous nations of Asia. It 
introduced the sacredness of marriage among them ; built 
seventy cities; established hum'ane laws and united hostile 
· nations under one government. · So also, when the crusaders 
flung themselves on Asia in fierce conflict, they returned em hued, 
to some extent, with the learning and science of the east, which 
proved· the germs of our modern civilization. The wars which 
followed the French Revolution acted as an electric shock all 
over the world ; broke the slumber of ages, and gave an impulse 
to thought which will be felt for centuries. In point of fact, 
therefore, war may be fairly ranked among the agents of civili-
zation. It I is a rude instrument ; but so is the thunder-storm 
that P.urifies the atmosphere. Still, war is an evidence of bar-
barism ; and civilization is its foe. Whatever evokes mind 
renders brute-force unnecessary. Imposing as are the armies . 
and fleets of the world, an idea created them and an idea can 
unmake them. Let men's ideas be changed, and the cannon 
may become street-posts. The religion of love will one day bring 
~~~ut the age whea ''the nations shall learn war no more." . 
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Throughout· the Old Testament, frequent ret'erenceR occur to 
the horsemen and chariots of the Assyrians. From the terms 
in which the sacred writers speak of these, we learn, if their 
repretlentations be correct, that the Assyrians supported a mag-
nificent cavalry force, and also employed war-chariots very 
largely. Indeed Assyria is spoken of as remarkable for its 
beautiful breed of horses, just as Arabia now is; and to the 
Jews their cavalry was an object of the greatest terror. Having 
little or no force of this kind themselves, the sight of the As-
syria.n horsemen would impress the Hebrews the more ; and the 
Assyrians, on the other hand, despised them and held them in 
contempt from this very deficiency. We learn this from the 
bitter taunt of B.abshakeh, when his master Sennach~rib sent 
him to demand sul>mission of 1-Iezekiah :-''Now therefore give 
pledges I pray thee to my master, the King of Assyria, and I 
will give thee two thousand horses, if thou be able, on thy part, 
to put riders upon them.'' That the Jews considered the As-
_ayrians remarkable for their cavalry, we also learn from 1-Iosea 
14th Ch. 3rd v.: "Asshur (Assyria) shall not save us; we 
will not ride upon horses.'' ~'he prophet Ilabbakkuk is still 
mot·e emphatic. Speaking of the Chaldeans he says (I Ch. S v.) 
" 'heir horses also are awifter than the leopards, and more fit'rce 
than the evening wolves ; and their horsemen shall spread them· 
selves and come up from far, and shall fly as the eagle that 
hasteth to eat.'' The prophet Ezekiel, who from his residence 
in Mesopotamia was most familiar with their appearance, speaks 
(23rd Ch. 6th v.) of the '' Assyrians clothed in blue, captaina 
and rulers, all of them desirable young men, horsemen riding 
upon horses.', Such, then, is the picture drawn in the Bible 
of the Assyrians. Let us see whether their own portraitures, 
in ~he Nineveh sculptures, confirm or contradict the scriptural 
repr~sentation. Nothing strikes us more, in examining the 
aoulptures, than the great number of mounted cavalry that ap· 
. pear to compose their armies. So numerous are they that, 
judging from these alone, we should come to the conclusion that 
their main dependence was upon this branch of the service. 
Not only so, but in the judgment of Layard ''the horse of the 
sculptures is well formed and apparently of n~ble hlood.'' lie 
declares tha.t no one could look at the horse3 of the early As-
syrians without beiug convinced that they are .irawn from the 
finest models. The head is small and w~ll shaped-the nostrils 
larle and high-the nec.k arched the body long and the legs 
slender and sinewy. In fao' here is a. atrikiDg oQmmoa' oo. tho 
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prophetiea.l representations, proving them to have been drawn 
from actual observation, and to be true to the very letter. In re-
gard. to their armour, Nahum (III Ch. 3 v.) says, "the horsemen 
lifted up both the bright sword and the glittering spear." ln. 
accordance with this the sculptures rerresent them armed either 
with the sword and bow, or with the sword and long spear. 
The rider is seated on the naked back of the animal; but at a 
later period, a kind of pad appears to have been used. Stirrups 
were unknown till comparatively modern times. We would 
consider the bow a very awkward weapon for a warrior on 
horseback, in as much as it requirecil the use of boLh his hands. 
The Assyrians, we find, obviated the difficulty by having a second 
horseman who, in battle, rode by the side of the archer and 
guided his steed. 1.'here is one curious sculpture representing 
archers, in their flight on horseback, shooting arrows backwar'l 
against the pursuing enemy ; as we find the Parthians, long 
afterwards, were accustomed to do, and were, on tl1is account 
rega•·ded, even by the Romans, as formidable foes. Pe1 haps 
tllis may serve to throw a little light on Isaiah, 7th Ch. 18 v. 
''And it shall come to pass, in that day, that the Lord shall hiss 
for the fly th~t is in the uttermost part of the rivers of Egypt ; 
d for the bee that is in the land of Assyria.'' The armies 
of Egypt and Assyria are here compared to swarms of these 
insects, with ref'erence to their immense numbers and the 
pDngenoy of their stings. To " hiss" for them is to ca.U for 
them ; as bee-keepers in the east are accustomed to summon 
them from their hives by the sound of a whistle. It is probable · 
the bee was· made the ewhlem of Assyria in reference to this 
practice of shooting_ their arrows backward the resemblance of 
an arrow to the sting of a bee, in su!lh case, being obvious. 
The chariots of the Assyrians were constructed of wood ; and. 
each was capable of containing two or three persons. " To each 
aide were fastened two quivers containing arrows., a small 
crooked bow, a javelin and a battle-axe." "The harness and 
trappings of the chariot horses were extremely rich and elegant. 
Al'l the details of the harness were elaborately or.aamented ; 
while embroidered cloths were frequently thrown over the backrt 
of the horses and almost covered th& body from the ears to the 
tail." 'l'he prophet Ezekiel refers to these (27th Ch. 20th v.) 
when be says '' Dedan was thy merchant in precious clothPs for 
ohariots.'' 1'hese representations, then, are exceedingly valuable, 
as enabling us to form some adequate conceptions of the As-
syrian forces wWcll invaded Iarael and Judah; and to which we 
' 
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find such frequent references in the pages of the Old Testament. 
Every fresh dis,covery shows how rigidly correct were all these 
references. 
We find, in the prophetical books, several references to the 
Assyrian mode of conducting the siege of a fortress or city. 
One of the most minute of these references occurs in Isaiah 
37th Ch. 33rd v. The threats of Sennacherib had alarmed 
Hezekiah ; and in order to allay his fears the prophet is sent to 
him with this message : " Thus saith the Lord, he shall not 
come into this city, nor shoot an arrow there, nor come before 
it \vith shields, nor cast a bank against it.'' A similar descrip-
tion occurs in Ezekiel 4th Ch. 2nd v, " Lay siege against it, 
and build a fort against it, and cast a mount against it; set the 
catnp also against it, and set battering rams against it round 
about." These passages are descriptive of the Assyrian method 
of laying siege to a city; and though we had all some general 
conception of their meaning before, yet they acquire an addi-
tional interest after we examine the Nineveh sculptures, and 
find pictorial representations of these operations, according 
exactly with the accounts of the Bible. It is very wonderful to 
find the walls of S~nnacherib's palace furnishing, in our day, 
illustrations of the prophet's words, in reference to his intended 
siege of Jerusalem. In ancient times, all fortresses were placed 
either on natural or artificial eminences. The first step, there-
fore, in attacking a fortified place, was to construct an inclined 
plane, formed of earth, stones and trees, reaching to the summit 
of the eminence on which it stood. The besiegers were then 
able to drag their ponderous battering-rams and other military 
engines, up this inclined way, to the foot of the walls; and also 
to escalade the walls. The Nineveh marbles represent . this 
process ; and show us the besiegers pushing their engines up the 
artificially constructed bank. It is to this operation Isaiah refers, 
when he speaks of " casting a bank against the city" or as 
Ezekiel has it, ~'casting a mount;'' constructing a causeway 
to rea0h the foot of the walls. The battering-rams were mount-
ed on either four or six wheels; and, in some cases, were joined 
to moveable towers which held armed men, and rose to a leTel 
with the turrets of the besieged city. In other cases these 
towers were unconnected with the battering-rams, and were 
built of wood-being either movea~le or stationary. From their 
summits archers discharged their arrows against the besieged. 
To this the prophet alludes when he speaks of " building a fort 
against the city~, Two warriors are usually seen occupying 
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the artificial tower ; one shoots his · arrows, the other hold_s up a 
sl1ield for the protection of his companion. How exact the 
illustration of the pro,phet's words we obtain hence ! " he shall 
not shoo.t an arl'OW there, nor come before it with shields.'' 
These archers kept harassing such of ~he enemy as ventured to 
show themselves on the walllil and towers ; and under this pro-
tection the storming party a<lv~~ced and scaled the walls or 
fired the gates. All the jncid~nts of ~uch a siege are repre-
sented again and again in th~ sculptur~s. Warriors arc 
seen f~lling from the towe~ or lying dead ; women appear 
on the walls tearing their h~ir and imploring mercy ; while 
outside the walls prisoners a~~ impaled to strike terror into the 
besieged. 
There are frequent references throughout the historical and 
prophetical parts of the Old Testament to the condition of the 
Jews, when, having been subdued by the Assyrians or Baby-
lonians, they were led ~way captive. We learn from the 
scriptural acQount, *ha~ ~he cq~stant policy of this conquering 
natiQ~ was, to remove ~he pe_qple whom they overcame to their 
own land. Thi3 ~ppears to us a singular mode of procedure ; 
but it is not difficult to account for it. Owing to the immense 
extent of their empire, they fou~d it very troublesome and ex-
pensive to keep the more distant p~ovinces in subjection, or to 
subdue the~ when they re.volted. Henc~, ~hen thel subdued 
. such a dis~nt cQu:p~ry as J ~d~~, _t~eir obvi~us poltcy was to 
weaken it, so as to render revolt impossible. This they effected 
by carrying oft' the flower of the population the nobility, priests 
.and men of iqfluen~e and stati~~ . to Assyr~a, l~aving only the 
poorer classes to tiU t49 ~.oij. ~hey thus de~~rpyed the nation-
ality of the p~ople. The po.or ,who rem~ined, being without 
loaders or men of jnfluepce t~ ~i:r~~t t~~m, would be likely to 
rem~in in quiet .subjection. Still fart~o:r-the same process 
strengthened thems~lves, by drawing to their seat of power the 
most distinguished statesp1en, generals, warriors and priests, as 
well as the skilled arti~ns of tho c.onquered nations. Hence 
the repeated "carryi:ijgs away," of which we read in the Old 
Testament. ~hQse who were thus led aw~y into ~aptivity were 
not kept prisoners, .Qr even .held ~s slaves; ~.ut were rather a 
kind of free colonia~, permit~ed to pursue their occupations in 
the land to which they were br~ugh~, though forbidden to re-
turn ·to their fatherland. In such circumstances the Jews often 
did not find their condition· ~}>16asant ; and after a time became 
attached to the land of their oapt~vity. We have a proof of 
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this in the fact that when, by· the decree of Cyrus, they were 
permitted to return, there was a general indisposition to leave, 
and the most influential part of the nation preferred to remain. 
StilJ, to the generation who had been removed from the land 
vf their fathers, even such captivity must have been bitter. 
Those born in captivity would feel it less irksome ; but the poor 
captive who remembered Zion, would mourn sadly when he 
thought that for him there was no return. We all know how 
stror1g is tl1e lo\'e of fatl1erland in the l1uman breast. 
~' Breathes there a man with soul so dead, 
'''ho never to lli111sclf hath said, 
This is my olvn, my native lanu !" 
And · how often does it happen, after years of exile, that a 
passionate longing wi11 sieze upon the wanderer to look once 
111ore upon the loveclland of his birth ; and among tl1e scenes of 
l1is boyhood he will grow young again, and feel comforted by 
tho tl1ougl1t that ltc \viii sleep ~'itl1 l1is fathers. In tl1c breast of 
the J ow, especially, this feeling burned intensely. llis was the 
"land of promise"-the birth-place of the coming Messiah-the 
spot where their " holy and beautiful house" stood-its very 
dt1st was sacred. ~.,o be torn from it 'vas misery indeed. ~,o 
them the prophet's words had a peculiarly mournful meaning:-
" Weep not for the dead, neither mourn for him ; but weep sore 
for him that goeth away ; for he shall return no more, nor see 
his native country.'' 
'l,he Nineveh sculptures furnish most touching illustrations of 
all this ; and are, at the same time, most strikingly confirmatory 
of the scriptural representations. Whatever may have been the 
condition of the captives, when finally settled in the land of their 
conquerors, their march thither, driven by brutal soldiers-
young and old women and children-under a burning eastern 
sun, must have been dreadful in the extreme. Layard describes, 
in his recent work, a series of sculptures representing the cap-
tives on the march, wl1ich forcibly realizes all tl1is. '' The 
captiveCJ, b~aring skins, probably containing water and flour to 
nourish them during a long and· harassing march, were fettered 
in pairs a~d urged on by their guards. 'l'he women were partly 
on foot, and partly wiih their children on mules, or in carts 
drawn by oxen. l\1others were represented holding the water-
skins for their ·young ones to quench their thirst; whilst in some 
instances fathers had placed their weary children on their 
shoulders, for they were marching during the heat of a Me~opota-
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mian summer. Thus were driven the inl1abitants of San1aria 
through the desert to IIalah and IIabor by the river of Gozan 
and the cities of the ~1edes ; and we may sec, in these bas-
reliefS, a Jlicture of the hardships and sufferings to which the 
captive people of Israel were exposed, when their cities fell into 
the hand of the Assyrian l{ing, and the inhabitants were sent 
to colonize the distant provinces of his cihpire.'' Ilow strikingly 
accordant these representations of the Nineveh sculptures with 
tl1ose from sacred writ ! 
But though the captives thus carried off were comparatively 
well treated, we learn, from the sculptures, that a frightful doom 
awaited others who, perhaps, were peculiarly dangerous or had 
rendered themselves specially obnoxious. While the great body 
of the peor le were thus led away, other prisoners were put to 
death by the most cruel tortures ; and the Assyrians have left 
a record of their own savage barbarities on these marbles. 
Layard gives a plate containing a copy of one of these sculp-
tures, in which he states that the captives have the marked 
Jewish countenanc-e ; and he considers that in all probability 
they represent Jews, who, after being carried captive, had · 
revolted and are here suffering the penalty. Some are flayed 
ali\'e ; the brains of otl1ers are beaten out by an iron mace ; the 
tongues of sotne are wrencl1ed 011t of their mouths ; ar1d tl1o 
. bleeding heads of the slain are tied round the necks of the 
living. An inscription underneath declares them to have spoken 
blasphemies against the Great God Asshur ; and two of the 
words used are almost purely 1-Iebrr.w ; so that here, in all 
,. probability, are the captive Jews undergoing tortures for their 
attachment to the religion of their fathers, and for refusing to 
worship the Assyrian idols. In another sculpture the IGng 
himself is represented thrusting out the eyes of a captive with 
a spear; and holding in his hands a cord which is inserted into 
the lips and nostrils of two other prisonerR. 'fhis recalls to 
mind and illustrates the cruelty of N ebuchadnezzar to l{jng 
Zedekiah, when he first murdered his sons before his eyes, and 
then tore out his eyes, so that this horribl~ sight might he his 
last. It also gives new force to the fi~urative denunciation 
pronounced against Sennacherib :-"therefore w_ill I put my 
hook in thy nose, and my bridle in thy lips, and will turn thee 
back by the way which thou cam est.,, Assyrian prisoners are 
seen dragged before the King by a rope fastened to rings 
passed through the lips and nose. Thus, even compared with 
other eastern nations, the Assyrians by their own showing, were 
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pre-eminent for cold-blooded cruelty. How accurately all this 
corresponds with Jeremiah's picture of them-Chap. 6, 23 v. :-
" They shall lay hold on bow and spear ; they are cruel and 
ltave no mercy; their voice roareth like the sea ; ana they ride 
upon horses ; set in array, as men of war, asainst thee 0 
daughter of Zion.', 
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CHAPTER VII. 
ASSYRIAN COSTUbi:Ji~S, DECORATIONS, ARCIIITECTURE, &c .... ~S II .. 
LUS'fRA'fiVE OF SCRIPTURE. 
Nothing is more calculated to give us a vivid idea of human 
progress, than an examination of the sculptures referred to in 
the close of last chapter, representing the cruelties practised by 
the Assyrians. These savage barbarities, from which we turn 
away with shiveriug horror, were matters of national glory in 
Nineveh. How greatly our race has advanced in moral feeling, 
when, among all civilized nations, cruelty, in any form, to an 
enemy, is regarded as a. mark of barbarism, and cold-bloodetl 
cruelty is considered infamous ! "\Vho would prefer to have 
been born in the age of Nineveh, rather than the present? Let 
those who are inclined to think badly of the present time, and 
to fancy that the human race are degenerating, fix on any 
preceding age in which existence would have been more desir-
able. Would any of us like to have been an inhabitant of 
Imperial Rome, where, such was the taste for blood, that man 
butchered man, as a means of affording popular amusement'? 
Would any of us choose to have been alive when the ma(l 
crusades were deluging the earth with blood ? or to have lived 
durin~ the wars of The Roses in England ? or in the days of 
persecution, when ears were cut off and nose~ slit, and flesh 
branded and burned for holding an opinion sanctioned by con-
science? I-Iad any preceding age a tithe of our advantages 
and social comforts ? The peasant of to-day has more con-
veniences than the · monarch of a former day. Patriarchal, 
apostolic or mediaeval times were all poor compared with ours. 
Did not the Crystal Palace, among other wonders, contain the 
llible printed in 148 different languages-a noble monument of 
British piety, making the glad tidings intelligible to many 
millions of the human family. Before we despise the present 
age, let us ponder the caution of Solomon: " Say not thou 
what is the cause that the former days were better than these '! 
for thou dost inquire wisely concerning this.'' 
.. 
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Still we have no right to look contemptuously on the past, or 
to regard all who have lived beforo us as barbarous savages or 
madmen. Let us rather endeavour to understand the past, and 
to look at it with a tolerant, genial and sympathising regard. 
All that God has permitted to exist in former days is the pos-
session of the present; and is sacred as warning or example-as 
something to be shunned, or admired and imitated. If it has 
serveq no other purpose, at least it has laid a foundation on 
'vhich what is better ancl purer has been built. No thoughtful, 
earnest man will despise or scorn the past. Iluman hands 
'vrought at its construction--human joys beautified it--a brother's 
toils and struggles reared its monuments, and a brother's tears 
have rendered it sacred. Look at it, therefore, kindly and 
lovingly-with a charitable eye towards its failings and sins ; but 
not 'vith bitter contempt or shallow self-conceited scorn. That 
buried past, on whose mouldering remains you gaze, has en-
tombed your benefactors who spffered and wrought for you-
though you know not even their names. Every spot of it is 
therefore hallowed ground. Earth's great ones have laid them-
selves down here for their long sleep-tread lightly upon their 
ashei ! But while we look reverentially and kindly on the past, 
let us not cherish a mere blind, "Superstitious veneration, so as 
to he in slavish subjection to it, or so as to undervalue the 
present. While we guard against the destructive spirit, let us 
ever cherish the progressive spirit. Whatever the past may 
have been, the future has something greater to be developed ; 
for as Galileo said of old " the world n1oves" the tide of 
human action is flowing, not ebbing ; the golden ago is before 
us, not behind us. 
"Not enjoyment and not sorrow 
Is our destined end or way; 
But to act that each to-morrow 
Finds us farther than to-day. 
" Ttust no future, howe'er pleasant!-
Let the dead past bury its dead !-
Act-act in the living present ! 
lleart within and God o'er-head!" 
We are not to go back to the past for our ideals of greatness ; 
but, with a noble faith in God and man, to press onward. The 
great lesson of the past is not d!Jubt or despair, but godlike 
hope and trust. 
\ 
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'' Evermore the worlds are fading, 
Evermore the worlds will bloom, 
To refute our weak up·braiding, 
To throw brightness on the gloom. 
'' Ever the imperfect passes 
But the perfect ever grows, 
Forests sink to drear morasses 
Fairer landscapes to disclose. 
''·In the infinite creation 
Lies no dead unmeaning fact ; 
But eternal revelatilln-
Deity in endless act. 
'' _Lifo that works and pauses never, 
Death that passes into life, 
Rest that follows motio11 ever, 
Peace that ever follows strife." 
' 
When we gaze on these Assyrian monuments, and see them to 
be, almost all, records of violence, tyranny, cruelty and blood, 
we are inclined to turn away in shuddering horror. But it is 
cheering and hopeful to find, even in these dark ages, that 
seemed to be " of night's black arch the keystone,'' some little 
streaks of light-some tints of a coming dawn some touches of 
pity, goodness and faith, shining cheerily in the midst of the 
murky blackness. Is it not wonderful to find, at a time when 
men seem to have been given over to wickedness or brute-force, 
that emblem raised of which we have already spoken, repre-
senting an embodiment of the principle of evil, all hideous and 
vile, as vanquished and driven out by another being, beautiful' 
and lovely, the embodiment of intelligence and goodness ? I-I ow 
this may have spoken to the faith and hope of our Assyrian 
brothers! \Vhat a gleam of light-like a solitary star at the 
midnight hour-i~ may have shed upon their path ! It indicated 
hope in a brighter and purer future, when love and goodne9s 
would shine .out triumphant. It was a sort of scripture 
promise perhaps the Assyrian rendering of that very promise 
which cheered God's saints from the days . of ~-\dam ; " I will 
put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed 
and her seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his 
heeL" To ourselves it is still full of meaning; and we trust the 
day may never come when we can look on this Assyrian rep~e-
sentation of the winged and radiant angel overthrowing and 
,. 
driving out the brute-fiend, without a glow or faith in the ·perpe-
tual surremacy and final triumph of good over evil-now that 
tl1e ''seed of the woman''-thc Great Deliverer has come. 
And then, too, consider these winged humau-headcd bulls-
emblems of intellectual and physical power-with their grave, 
majestic countenancPs, indicating no mean apprehension of 
mental force and moral beauty. Do they not intimate a per-
ception of the omnipotence of mind over ruatter, and of the value 
of str-ength when guided by thought. Is not the steam-engine, 
in our own day, an embodiment of the same idea-might guided 
by mind-d~stined to subdue the world before it ? These 
ancient men had glimpses of the profoundest moral truths; and 
felt that to them too was put the question, " wilt thou take part 
with the powers of darkness or of light-wilt thou side with the 
evil or with tho good ?" Let us not despise tlwm. 
One would like to know what was the personal appearance of . 
these Assyrians, and in what kind of dress they trod the earth. 
All this we can learn from the sculptures. )Ve see them here 
in their war-dresses, court-dresses aud working-dresses, and at 
their banque~, pledging one another in thC wine-cups. A pro-
cession of musicians, in full costume, marches out to greet the 
conquerors; just as we read of the women of Israel going out 
" with singing and dancing, and instruments of music, to meet 
David and Saul returning from the slaughter of the Philistines.' ·) 
\Ve find on the bas-reliefs l'eprcsentations of the horp with ten-
strings (probably a kind of dulcimer) of the tabor and pirJe, 
so often referred to in scripture as being used on such occasions. 
The women appear singiug and clapping their bands to the 
measure. Some of them wear their hair in long ringlets-some 
plaited or braided-and others have it confined in a net. Little 
<.lo our modern ladies, 'vho dress their hair after the same 
fashions, . imagine what old customs they are following. The 
prophet Isaiah speaks of "caps of net-work,'' among the articles 
of dress .of the Jewish women. Most probably, in these mat-
ters, Assyria set the fashions, as Paris and London now do ; the 
Jews imitated their more refined and aristocratiQ neighbours ; 
and thus the thing has floated down to us. Iluman nature is 
the same to-da.y as three thousand years since. 
. In the 23rd Chapter of Ezekiel's prophecies we have a num-
ber of very minute and sh·iking allusions to the dress . and 
ornaments of the Assyrians. In the 12th yerse they are thus 
described:. f " She doted on thtJ Assyrians, her neigpbours, 
captains and rulers clothed most gorgeously, hors~roen riding · 
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upon horses, .. -nll of tbem desirable young men'•.-And in the 
1.:1th verse it is added-" girdled with girdles upon their loins, 
exceeding in dyed attire upon their heads-all of them princeS 
to look upon." This prophet was familiar' with the personal 
appearance of the Assyrians, and represents them here as 
"' princes to look upon,'' " desirable young men ;'' that is im .. 
})ressive in aspect and deportment, o.nd handsome in person. 
~rhe Nineveh sculptures correspond exactly to the pro1,het's 
deset·iptious. The men we find portrayed alon~ the palace walls 
are evidently a warlike race, possessed of great physical strength, 
born for dominion ; and having a noble and striking mein. Be-
sides, the prophet tells us they were· " clothed most gorgeously," 
and woro "dyed attire., Nothing could exceed the splendour 
and costliness of tho garments represented in the sculptures. 
~rhere is a profusion of ornament on their dresses, and yet there 
is nothing to offend the most refined taste-nothing out of place 
or suggesting the idea of tawdriness. Their robes are at once 
graceful and favourable to the. freest movements of the body. 
Their dresses, weapons and utensils might he studied ·with ad-
vantage at the present day as models, so far as ornamentation is 
concerned. In the 14th verse of the same chapter the prophet 
speaks of '' men portrayed upon the walls · the images of the 
Chaldeans portrayed with vermilion." This passage receives a 
very striking confirmation and illustration f.rom the fact, dis-
closed by recent discoveries, that these· sculptures round the 
walls of the Assyrian palaces were not left, aS otus, uncoloured, 
and thus presenting a _dull gray tint; but were gorgeously and· 
variously coloured,. in order to· luHghten their effect. The 
colours red, blue and black are traceable on ma~y parts of the 
sculptures, and even on the bricks ; but time or fite has, for the 
most part, effaced the colours. Layard tells ua that the As-
syrian red was very brilliant; and in one or the palaces ap-
proaches vermilion. llow accurate the prophet's account---
'~ men portrayed upon the wall with vermilion !'' lie farther 
speaks or their having " dyed attire upon their beads." It i,s 
remarkable that almost all eastern n9.tions wore no llead ... 
CI)vcrings. The Jews, Egyptians, Greeks and Romans were 
acoustomed to go bare-headed for t)le most part. The Bible, 
however, represents the AssyriaDs as an exception, ar.d speaks 
of their highly ornamented head-dresses. The figures in the 
sculptures correspond to this precisely, having very b'eautiful 
and richly ·ornameuted coverings on the head. 
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A very· interesting chapter in La yard's recent work is devoted 
to a description of bronze objects found in one chamber. 1.'hcse 
consist of caldrons, bowls, bells, rings, cups and dishes ; besides 
som9 it·on instruments, ivory remains and buttc11s, in mother of 
pearl, scattered among them. 1'he bxonzo bells have iron 
tongues and were probably atCached to the necks of the horses-
Zechariah, 14th Ch. 20th v. speaks of the ''bells of the horses," 
and the sculptures represflnt them as fastened to the collars of 
the horses, for the purpose, doubtless, of warning the passengers 
of their approach. Curious enough, that now in the British 
Museuro arc little bells that 2400 years ago hung at the collat· 
of an Assyrian horse, and warned the Nincvites to clear the 
way. 1'hc bronze cups and dishes are of elegant design, taste-
fully ornamented and some of them embossed and engraven. 
Layard remarks that the tin employed in making the bronze 
was probably brought from Phoenicia, the great trading nation 
of those days; and the Phoenician~ procured it on the shores 
of the Atlantic ; so that it may have been exported 3,000 years 
ago from the mines of Cornwall. Ilow singular ! A Cornish 
mine furnishes tin; a Phoenician rr1crchant huys it-sends it 
across Syria to Nineveh-there it enters into the composition of 
a vessel, and after being buried more than two thousand years, 
returns to Britain as a precious relic ! These bronze vessels 
were considered of great value in ancient times ; and were 
carried off as the most precious part of the spoil. So that, as 
La yard remarks, it is not impossible some of these vessels, found 
in Sennacherib's palace, were brought by l1im from some of the 
towns around Jerusalem, or from Samaria by Shalmancscr, who 
inhabited the same palace. Along with these interesting relics 
wcro found two entire glass bowls, having on them the nnme of 
Sargon, an Assyrian I\.ing who reigned B. C. 700. Ilerc, too, 
was found the lens of rock-crystal, already referred to, with 
opposite convex and plane faces. " It is the oldest specimen 
of a burning and magnirying glass, while the others arc the 
n1ost ancient specimens of transparent glass known to be in · 
cxister1ce. '' 
W c come now to the last scriptural illustration ; and this has 
reference to Solomon's temple. It is impossible, .from the 
description given in the Old 1'estament, to form a correct con-
ception of the plan and appearance of the great temple erected 
by Solomon. 'fhe difficulty arises, in part, from our not being 
acquainted with the exact meaning of the Hebrew architectural 
tarms ; and partly. frtm the difficulty experienced, in· ordinary 
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cases, of restoring any building from mere description. The 
discovet·ics at Nineveh promise to do away with this hitherto 
insuperable difficulty. Not a fragment of any of the great 
edifices uf (;he Jews remains to aid us in comprehending the 
Bible's descriptions; but now are brought to light the ruins of 
Nineveh's palaces, '";hich, in architectural arrangements, are 
found to bear tl1e closest resemblance to those ''re find described 
in the Old 1'estament. i'hus the fragments from Nineveh will 
help us to understand .the records relating to Solomon's Temple 
and palaces ; while the Biblical account will aid us in compre-
hending and restoring the Assyrian temple-palaces. By the 
mutual light thus afforded, there can be little doubt, once the 
subject is carefully and completely investigated, that a complete 
and accurat~ restoration of the principal buildings of botl1 the 
Jews and· Assyrians will be furnished; and thus a clearer light 
will be cast upon the pages of revelation and its difficulties will 
be lessened. In his new work Layard furnishes a few suggestive 
hints which we shall now endeavour ' to rresent in a condensed 
form. In I Kings, 6th Ch. we are told that Solomon's i'emplc 
was 60 cubits long 20 cubits broad, and 30 cubits high. i'he 
Jewish cubit was a foot and a half; so that the temple was 90 
feet long 30 feet broad and 45 feet high. The dimensions 
were thus very mu(}h smaller than an Assyrian temple-palace. 
Solomon's own palace, however, was considerably larger, and 
approached more nearly, in its proportions, to those of the l{ings 
of Nineveh; for it was 100 cubits long-50 broad and 30 high. 
The chambers of the Jewish te1n pie were exceedingly small-
the largest being but 101 feet in breadth. 1.1he greater number 
of the chambers in the Assyrian palaces are also. very narrow 
compared with their bngth, in order that the beams may be 
supported without the use of pillars. It is probable that tho 
same cause produced the same arrangement in Solomon's 
iemple I illars for supporting the beams not having come into 
use. In the second chapter we mentioned that Yarious chambers 
were grouped around a large central hall, with which they 
communicated. Such too appears to have been the plan fol-
lowed in Solomon's :remple-the smaller rooms are described as 
built round a large central chamber called "the oracle/' which 
was 20 cubits square-smaller far than the Nineveh halls. 
Witl1in tl1i'J oracle 've are told were two clterubim. of olive wood, 
ten cubits high, with wings, each five cubits long. The best 
Biblical commentators tell us that the chef«ubim were cert.ain 
symbolical ·figures, uniting the human head with the body of an 
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ox: or lion and the wings or an eagle. " Their wings91 it is added., 
'' touched one another in the midst of the house.'' So, in like 
tnanner, in the Assyrian halls stood the ·winged, l1uman-headed 
bulls, with wings meeting in the centre. ~rheir dimensions too 
were nearly alike 10 cubits being 15 feet. The doors too we 
are farther told were carved with cherubim and palm-trees and 
open flowers corresponding with those of the .• -\ssyrian palaces. 
There was this important difference, however ,-no visible object 
of worship-nothing to be bowed down to or adored, was per-
mitted in the temple of Jehovah, who amid Sinai's awful 
thunders said " thou shalt not make uato thee any graven 
image.'' Josephus, describing one of Solomon's palaces says.-
'' Solomon built some of these houses with stones of 10 cubits-
and wains-cotted the walls with other stones that \vera sawed. 
~rhe arrangement of the curivus workmanship of these stones 
was in three rows ; but the fourth was pre-eminent for the beauty 
of its sculpture, for on it were represented trees and all sorts of 
plants.'' Such, precisely, we have seen, was the mode pursued 
in building the Nineveh palaces. Moreover, Solomon's temple 
was seven years in building; and from the inscriptions it appears 
Sennacherib's was about the same time in· building hi&J grea* 
J>alace. 'l'he ceiling roof and beams of the temple were of cedar 
from Lebanon. La yard dug up fragments of the same piecioue 
wood ; and some of the iuscriptions declare that the King em-
ployed men to cut wood in mount J.Jebanon ; so that Solomo~ 
and Sennaoherib got their wood-materials in the same spot. 
One more coincidence may be mentioned ;-in Solomon's temple 
was a brazen sea supported by twelve oxen.' Layard found two 
bronze caldrons, each six feet in diameter and two feet in depth, 
'vhich, he says, reminded him of Solomon's bra~en sea; and in 
the S'Jttlptures he found represented large metal cauldrons sup-
ported on btazen oxen. So close are the resemblances already 
discovered ; and doubtless fresh coincidences will be daily 
coming to light. 
The discoveries at Nineveh that have any important bearing 
on the illustration or corroboration of scripture, h9.ve now been 
briefly passed in revie"·. It would be difficult to over-estimate 
their value as casting additional and clearer light upon the 
sacred page, and as affording corroborative testimony, of the 
1-nost unexceptionable and convincing character, to the truth of 
revelation; and thus adding a fresh buttress to the bulwarks of 
our faith, and leaving the gainsayer sill more palpably " with-
out excuse."· Should we not lift o heat'ts in de\'out. gratitude 
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to God, in whose wonder-working Providence tl1ese remains have 
been preserved and brought to light! Though but imperfectly 
explored, and though tho interpretation of the inscriptions is yet 
in its infancy, we have seen how valuable arc the results. We 
may justly expect far murc important discove1·ies soon from tho 
labours of that noble society, organised and now in operation, for 
the purpose of exploring the Mesopotamian ruins. (Sec Ap-
pendix No. I.) 
Who can predict what may be the ultimate destiny of these 
remains ? Entombed for twenty four centuries, they are at 
length raised, borne across the ocean and become the fOSsession 
of two nations that had no existence till centuries after their 
burial. Doubtless they are in safe keeping at present that of 
England and France ; and will be preserved by them faithfully 
as a portion of their most precioUs public possessions. But they 
are in safer hands still. Literature has taken charge of them-
art has multiplied plates and fac-similies of them the New 
Crystal Palace has its " Assyrian Court'' and eloquent pens 
have described them. They are now the possession of the 
c~vilized world embodied in its literature and history ; and 
though accident may destroy the originals-though the English 
and French should disappear as .completely as the J ebusites and 
Perizzites, though a tide of northern barbarians should again 
over-run Europe and extinguish its civilization, yet, thanks to 
the printing-press, Nineveh can never again be forgotten or 
entombed. The discoveries now form a chapter in human his-
tory, and are the possession of the race a subject for the 
study of unborn generations. 
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APPENDIX. 
No. I. 
THE following letter, wl!ich has appeared in the public prints 
since the precediJig pages were written, will show bow just are 
our expectations of important discoveries in the Mesopotamian 
plains, and how rapidly they are likely to be realized :-
''I hasten to cbmmunicate a discovery which I have recently made in 
Babylonian histor), and which is of the utmost importance for Scriptural 
illustration. 
''Mr. J. Taylor, who has been t~mployed during the winter in conducting· 
the Britiall museum excavations in Southern Chaldrea under my superin-
tendence, has lately disinterred a number of clay cylinders, in the ruins of 
Um-Geer, (the ancient Ur of the Chaldees, and near the ~odern Arab 
capital of Soak-ess-Shookh on the Euphrates.) Two of theee C}'lindera 
have alreadv reached me, and I have found them to contain a memorial ot' 
" the works executed by Nabonidus (the last king of Babylon), in Southern 
Chald~a. They describe among other things the restoration of temples, 
originally built by the Chaldean monarchs, at least 1000 years previously, 
and further notice the re-opening of canals dug by Nabopolassar and 
Nebucbadnezzar. The most important fact, however, which th~y disclose, 
is, that the e!dest son of Nabonidus was named Bel-shar·ezar, and that he 
was admitted by his father to a share in the government. This name is 
undoubtedly the Belshazzar of Daniel, and thus furnishes us with a key to 
the explanation of the great histerical problem which hitherto defied 
solution. We can now undetataod how Belsha3zar, as joint king with his 
father, may have been governor of Babylon, when the city was attacked 
by the combined forces of the Medea and Persians, and may have perished 
in the assault which followed; while Nabonidus, leading a force to the 
relief of the place, was defeated, and obliged to take refuge in the neigh· 
bouring town of Borsippa (or Birs-i-Nimrud); capitulating, alter a short 
resistance, and being subsequently assigned, according to Berosus, an hon-
ourable retirement in Carmania. By &he discovery, indeed, of the name 
of Bel·shar-ezar, as appertaining to the son of Nabonidus, we are, for the 
first time, enabled to reconcile authentic history ( euch as it is related by 
Herodotus and Berosus, and not &s we find it in the romance of Xenopbon 
or the fables of Ctesiaa), with the inspired record of Daniel, which forms 
one of the bulwarks of our religion. 
'' In conclusion, I have only to state that, as excavations are being now 
actively put'sued in Chald~a, upon both banks of the Euphrates, by Mr. 
I I. 
Loftus, at Sonkerch and 'Varks, on account of the As~yrian Fund Society, 
and by 1\lr. 'l'aylor, at Um-Qeer, Abu Shahrein, and Nawawets, on account 
of tb.e British Museum, there is every reason to expect that, dm ing the 
present season, materials will be col!ected that shall enable us to classify 
the kings of the Chaldroan dynasty, from n.c. 1976 to n.c. 1418, with as· 
much certainty as has been attained in the classification of the Assyrian 
kings from n.c. 1273 to n.c. 625, and that we shall thus have an historical 
tableau of West~rn Asia ascending up to the twentieth century n.c., or 
anterior to the Exodus of Abraham from Chaldrea, far more determinate 
and continuous than has been obtained for the sis!er kingdorn of l~gypt 
from a comparison of t!1e hieroglyphic records with tho thirty dynasties of 
Manetho. I atn only awaiting the rasult of the labours of ~lr. Loftus and 
Mr. 'fay lor, to proceed to England with the fruits of the last two years' re-
searches in Assyria and Babylonia, and I thus hope to aJ·rive in London 
by the end of April or beginning of May.-11. C. RA 'VLINSON." 
" AsSYRIAN RESEARCITES AND DISCOVERIES.-From an aeeount of 
Assyrian researches and discoveries in the last annual report of the Royal 
Asiatic Society, made by Colonel Rawlinson, we learn that the most recent, 
as well as the most important discovery, in an historical and geographical 
point of view, is that of another obelisk, in the south-east corner of tho 
great mound of Nimrud, and erected by Shamaspbul, the son of ~halambara,. 
or Shalamchara, who raised the similar and well-known obelisk iu the 
British Museum. 'fhe Colonel states that he has been down the river to· 
Bassorah, whence he has shipped off several cases to the British Museum 
and Crystal Palace, by the Acbar steam-frigate, which was sent up from 
Bombay for that purpose. A further very curious discovery made by 
Colonel Rowlinson is, that the employanent of t!lo Babylonian cuneiforrn 
writing was continued down at lea~t so low as the time ot the l'¥lacedonian 
dominion in Asia, the commencement of the third century B.C." 
No. II. 
In the opinion of La yard a more direct and speedy route to 
India w·ill soon be fonnfl indispensable ; and he considers that it 
must be sought by the banks of the 'l'igris and Euphrates, 'vhere 
railways and steam navigation can be advantageously combined. 
A glance at the map shows that a line through the J\llcditerranean 
to a port of Syria-on through l\1esopotamia to the Persian U ulf, 
and across the Indian Ocean to Bombay, marks the most direct 
route that can be desired. Thus it is not irnpossible that the 
Mesopotamian plains may again becou1e the xnedinxn of com-
munication between the east and the west; ·and commerce return, 
once more, to its old highways. "'11he thing that hath been, it 
is that 'vhich shall be ; and that 'vhich is done is that 'vhich shall 
Lc done : and there is no new thing under the sun.'' ~rhcsc 
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barren wastes may bloom again. 
the we1t may make the eastern 
like the rose.'' 
The ·christian enterprize· of 
desert " rejoice and blossom 
" I think I hear 
The sound of that advancing multitude 
Which soon shall fill these deserts. From the ground 
Comes up the laugh of children, the roft voice 
Of maiuens, and the sweet and solemn hyn1n 
Of Sabbath-worshippers. The low of herds 
Blends with the rustling of the heavy grain 
0\'er ths dark·brown furrows." 
No. 111. 
~he following let~er' which Layard introduces at the close or 
his recent volume, is interesting for n1any reasons. It was 
written, he informs us, to a friend of his by a ~turkish Cadi, in 
reply to some inquiries as to the commerce, population and 
remains of antiquity of an ancient city, in which dwelt the head 
of the law. 
" My Illustrious Friend and Joy of my Liver! 
" 'l'l~e thing you ask of me is both d1fficult and useless. Although l have 
pa8sed all my days in this place, I have neither counted the houses not 
have I inquired into the Humber of the inhabitants; and as to what one 
person loads on his mules and the other stows away in the bottom of his 
ship, that is no busines'J of mine. But above aJJ, as to the previous ,;.Jistory 
of this city, God oniy knows the amount of dirt and confusion that the 
infidels may have eaten before the coming of the sword of Islam. It were 
unprofitable for us to inquire into it. 
" Oh my soul! Oh my lamb ! seek not after the things which concorn 
thee not. Thou earnest unto us and we welcomed thee: go in peace. 
"Of a truth thou hast spoken many words; and there is no harm done, 
for the speaker is one and the listener is another. After the fashion of 
thy people thou bast wandered trom one place to another, until thou art 
bappy and content in none. \Ve (praise be to God) were born here and 
never desire to quit it. l:i it possible then that the idea of a general inter· 
course between mankind shoulu make any impression on our uuclcrstaud· 
ings ? God forbid ! 
Listen Oh my Son I There is no wisdom ertual unto the belief in God. 
I1e created the world, and shall we liken ourselves unto him in seeking to 
penetrate into the mysteries of his creation? Shall we say, behold tbis 
star spinneth round that star, and thi.i other star with a tail goeth and 
cometh in so n1aoy years ! Let it go 1 lle from whose hand it camP. will 
guide and direct it. 
" But thou wilt say unto tne, stand aside Oh man for I arn more learned 
than thou art, anJ have seen 1nore things. lf thou tlaiuke~t that thou art 
iu this rl'spcct Letter tuau I c.\ Ul thou al't wcltonlc. 1 prai ~c UoJ that I 
• 
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IV. 
1eek not that which 1 require not. Thou art learned in the things 1 care 
not for; and as for that which thou has' seen, I defile it. Will much 
knowledge create thee a double belly, or wilt thou seek Paradise with 
thine eyes? 
"Oh my friend I if thou wilt be happy, say there is no God but God! 
Do no evil, and thus will thou fear nei&her man nor death ; for purely thine 
hour will eome J 
The meek in spirit (EL F AEJR) 
IMAUM ALI ZADE." 
While we smile at thm epistle, so truly oriental in spirit, and 
at the lofty, complacent scorn with which the writer looks down 
upon the strivings of us restless, unenjoying Europeans, with 
our ceaseless cravings after knowledge and tailings for wealth-
" defiling'' the whol~let us also mark and admire the spirit of 
childlike piety that runs throughout-mingled though it be with 
self-satisfied ignorance ; and let us, too, ponder the closing 
words. The apathetic eastern spirit, that is more inclined to 
oontemplate and enjoy than produce, is· not to be commended ; 
and yet, in an age like this, of excessive and often phrenzied 
struggle and toil, that crush man's nobler faculties and mar his 
happiness, it were well if we could lay hold of a little oriental 
wisdom to temper our passion for accumulation. " The Gospel 
of leisure" requires to 'be preached, no less than " the Gospel 
of work.'' 
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BY THE SAME AUTHOR: 
THOUGHTS ON TilE POETRY AND LITERATURE 
OF THE BIBLE. 
• 
T. Me CONNAN, St. John's, N. F . 
" These lectures are highly honourable to their author. Full of literary enthu~ 
siasm, they exhibit a happy appreciation of the chief characteristics of ;acred 
poety; and in the glow of sympathetic eloquence the lectures have themselves 
become poetical. They nrc calculated to send the reader to some portions of 
scripture with fresh eyes, because with new expectations.,-.English Presbyterian 
Musenoer. 
"A very superior production. The writer is thoroughly in love with his subject; 
his style finely hnrmonizec; with it; and over the whole discussion he throws a rich 
glow of religious fervour, which is very refreshing and instructive. One naturally 
is led to put this little treatise alongside of a similar thing which lately came from 
the pen of Dr. Hamilton of London; and it is saying a good deal of .Mr. Hnrvey's 
tract when we give it as our opinion that it can stand •Such a comparison. As 
regards mere style we greatly prefer it. We commend this little treatise most 
lJCartily, hoping that it is only the first-fruits of much that is yet to come to us 
from the colonies. "-Scott~sh G-uardian. 
" He must, indeed, be possessed of little emotion who can rise from the perusal 
of the pamphlet before us without n. deeper reverence for the Bible, and a longing 
desire to Locomo more conversant tllan ever with the precious trutlle it unfolds to 
ovr view. "-llalij'ax JVitn~ss. 
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WORKS BY THE SAME AUTHOR. 
• • • 
"Thoughts on the Poetry and Literature of &he Bible." 
PRICE NINE PENCE. 
11 These lectures are highly honourable to tl1eir authot·. Full of literary enthusiasm, 
they exhibit a happy appreciation of the chief characteristics of sacred poetry; and in 
the glow of sympathetic eloquence the lectures have themselves become poetical. They 
are calculated to send the reader to some portions of scripture with frcih eyes, ))ccause 
with new expectations.'' -Eng·lish .Presbytrria11 Messtugtr. 
11 A very superior production. The writer is thoroughly in love with hia subject; his 
style finely harmonizes with it; and eYer the whole discussion he thro\vs a rich glow of 
religious fervour, which is very refreshing and in8truotiYe. One naturally is led to put 
this little treatise alongside of a similar thing whicl1 lately came frotn the pen of Dr. lla-
milton of London; and it is saying a good deal of Mr. Ilarvey's tract when we give it as 
our opinion that it can stand such a compari~·)D. A1 regards mere style wo greatly pro-
fer it. We commend this little treatise JHO~t heartily, hoping that it is only the first .. 
fruits of much that is yet to oome to us from the oolonies."-Scotti&h Guartlzan. 
'' Ifo must, ittdeed, be posseased of little emotion who can rise from tl1o peru~al of tho 
pamJlhlet before us without a deeper reTerenoe for the Bible, and a longing desire to be 
come 1nore conversant than ever with .the precious truths it unfolds to our view.''-llali-
fax Witness • 
.. 
1
' 'Ihe Committee can without hesitation appeal to it as a. most credita~le specimen of 
the literary ability and scholarship of the ministers by whom our important colonial sta .. 
tions are now in course of being supplied."-Report of the Colonial Contmltlee ]JTC~fnlcd to 
the General .Assembly of thtJ Free Church, May 1854. 
''To treat such a subject as it deserved required no ordinary share t,f ability. Afr. 
Jlarvey has executed his task in a manner tha.t reflects the highest credir un l1iin, as a 
crit.ic and a scholar. Without extensive erudition and a fine taste he coulcl not have pro-
duced this Jl&mphlet. But he brings to the elucidation of his subject whar. is quite as 1:0.,. 
cessary as aohola.rship-a right appreciation of the moral grandeur, the S!Jiritual beauties 
of the Bible. It is the splendour of the theme that gives <lignity to its literature and life, 
and beauty to its poetry. The author realizes this and makes his readers feel it too.''-
lrish Jlresbyteria'l'· 
' 
" Testimony ef Nineveh to the Veracity of tlte Bible." 
PRICK ONE SHILLING AND TIIREE P~JNCE . 
• 
41 An excellent addition to our 'Christian Evidences'-popular in manner, graphic and 
well put in form. From the religious system, tnilitary usages, costumes, architecture, 
&c., of the Assyrians, Mr. Harvey ded1YJCS several telling arguments for 'he veracity of 
Scripture."-Edinburgh Witnus. I 
''In perfect sobriety we say that it has but seldom been our lot to read a pamphlet of 
so fascinating and ins,ructive a character. We have in it the wholo marrow of Layard's 
three volumes, and especially those parts that l1ave a. more direct and immediate bearing 
on revelation ; and all this, not in the form of a skelct9n detail of facts, but garnished 
and embellished with th~ products of a fine glowing imagination, and of a chaste, elegant 
style. We have often thuugbt as we looked into Layard's expensive work and its circum-
Btantial account of every ~lab and hieroglyphic among these resurrectionized ruins, that 
it would prove an immen ~e boon to the plain reader of the Bible could he have, within a 
81D&ll compass those parts that appertain moro direetly to the confirmation of the sacred 
volume, or to the elucidation of some of its more intricate passages. This has been ac~ 
complished by Mr. BarTey in a way alike creditable te hia talents and high literary at· 
tainments.''-Halifaz Witn.-s. 
'
1 The subject is admirably handled. The great work of Layard, ~o ponderou1 for ~he 
generality of readers, has here its spirit extracted and eondeneed in a highly popular and 
attractive form. We are happy t9 see the author of these eloquent lectures devoting his 
&reat talen~s and extensive acquirements to the cause of Biblical truth. We heartily re-
commend our readers to purchase and peruse these Iectures.''-Colonial Pre.sbyteria,,. 
· ''In arranging his facts, and analyzing the wonderful discoveries or the ancient capital, 
Mr. Jlarvoy exhibits a familiar acquaiJJ\anoe with ancient history, a powerful and fervid 
imagination, and a discriminating judgmnnt. The results of the whole investigation A 
brought to bear with all th() for~~ of irr~sjstible logio on the veri tie~ of ~e B~Q~e."-!nsh 
Pre&byteria~. 
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